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Industry News

Dantex Digital, part of the Dantex Group, has recently announced the
launch of PicoJet 254, a 10” (254mm) print width UV Digital Label Press.

Offered as a 5-colour reel-to-reel UV system, the innovative PicoJet 254
can operates at a variety of speeds up to 75 meters per minute. The press is
built for high volume printing capability offering production in excess of 8
million linear meters per year. Thanks to the 2.5 picolitre droplet size and an
effective resolution at 1200 x 1200 dpi, PicoJet 254 offers superior print
quality. As a result of the fine resolution of this press, PicoJet is capable of
printing micro text and the smallest of text point size. The software can also
restrict the outline of the text, thereby enabling perfect readability even on
the smallest of details.

The print system incorporates ‘Web Stream Technology’ - an automatic
web reverse function minimizing waste between jobs. An extremely
useful additional feature of this press is the ‘Automatic Splice Recognition’
– allowing the print-heads to move out of the way of the splice during
reel changes. 

Hello and welcome to the July/ August issue of
Converter magazine, which this month brings you in-
depth features detailing the latest and greatest
technology emerging from the coalface of the industry. 

Despite the huge restrictions and challenges that
the coronavirus pandemic has forced upon us all, the converting
marketplace continues to thrive and adapt, and many new products have
been launched, including those aiding the frontline healthcare and
medical industries. New technology is being trialled, smarter ways of
working have been established and all companies are looking at how to
work under the ‘new normal’ guidelines forced upon us by the virus.

This month we look specifically at Adhesive Applications, and how
automation and new technology could aid in sustainability goals, as
well as identifying how coronavirus has specifically impacted the
labelling industry. 

I hope you find this issue informative, intelligently curated and
inordinately useful. 

Stay safe,

Niamh Marriott Editor
nmarriott@datateam.co.uk 

Editor’s Note

Dantex Digital announces latest
addition to their PicoJet range

DS Smith and Aquapak target hard to
recycle plastic packaging

DS Smith, a sustainable packaging company, and Aquapak, a developer of
biodegradable polymer, are teaming up to develop the next generation of
packaging solutions. By working together, the two organisations can provide
sustainable fibre based packaging solutions that will replace hard to recycle
packaging made from combined materials such as cardboard and plastic.

After a period of pilot trials with the combined materials, focusing on both
performance and recyclability, the partnership will now begin developing
practical applications. This includes a range of fibre-based packaging where
traditional plastic films can be replaced with Aquapak’s HydropolTM, a
biodegradable and water-soluble polymer that will help to improve the
recycling process.

DS Smith’s exclusive partnership with Aquapak will support the company’s
long-term sustainability targets which include manufacturing 100 per cent
reusable or recyclable packaging by 2025. With a focus on tackling hard to
recycle items, the adoption of this biodegradable technology will allow for less
contamination in the recycling and paper-making process.

Nick Thompson, materials development director for DS Smith commented:
“We are proud to be partnering with Aquapak in developing a fully recyclable
packaging alternative to non-recyclable plastics. Aquapak’s technological
advances in novel barrier chemistries combined with our broad range of
packaging applications can help us work together to solve many of the most
pressing packaging recyclability issues. The impact will be immediate, and
our aims are aligned in bringing a much greater circularity to recyclable
packaging products.”

Mark Lapping, CEO, Aquapak Polymers said: “It is exciting to see opportunities
for our innovative polymer coming to fruition through our partnership with DS
Smith. Both organisations are committed to eliminating plastic-pollution at the
source and by working together, we can help speed up the roll out of recyclable,
biodegradable packaging that is designed for the circular economy as well as
being safe for land and sea.”

The partnership promises to transform the sustainable packaging market with
potential scope across a variety of industries. Working closely with customers, this
brings an opportunity to reduce single-use plastic pollution and support
successful recycling for both consumers and recyclers.
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Industry News

Mondi launches workplace safety app

Avery Dennison Graphics Solutions Europe has formed a strategic
partnership with Lampe Textiles, and will become the sole
distributor of Squid self-adhesive textile window films to the
Graphics Industry in Europe, Middle East and North Africa (EMENA).
It means that the innovative films will be available to Avery
Dennison customers from September 2020.

Digitally printable Squid films are heat and moisture resistant,
with sun protection, and are applied easily onto glass surfaces.
Alessandro Sacchi, product line director digital print Avery
Dennison Graphics Solutions Europe, said that the new
partnership with Lampe Textiles gives customers access to another
important innovation in architectural window films:

“Avery Dennison has developed a very extensive – and growing
– range of different window films, across architectural, retail and
vehicle applications. This latest addition to our portfolio is the very
first fabric that also acts as a self-adhesive curtain. It opens up new
design options for interior designers and architects, and offers an
excellent alternative to conventional films or net curtains.”

Installation can be DIY or by a professional. Woven Squid textile
has a linen look and comes ready to print. It offers homes, offices
and hotels a soft, minimalistic and elegant appearance and is
available in six colours (Chalk, Bone, Oak, Ash, Rock and Coal).
Depending on colour, the film deflects between 25 per cent to 36
per cent of solar energy, for cooler rooms during the summer.

Johan Bonner, director Squid, said that Avery Dennison and
Lampe Textiles are now positioned to gain a decisive share of the
digital printed interior decoration market: “This new strategic
partnership - a first step - means that architects and designers can
count on easy access to innovative and high-quality products for
interior design, along with outstanding production and installation
partners. By taking over Squid distribution in EMENA, Avery
Dennison will extend the potential of these innovative Squid
products. That provides a high-demand market with a broader and
more flexible range of options.”

Monadnock Paper Mills, Inc., the oldest
continuously operating paper mill in the United
States, announced that its newest line of coated
text and cover papers, Astrolite PC 100 Velvet
C2S, is the only premium, coated 100-percent
recycled sheet compatible with heatset web
presses that is manufactured in the US.

“Commercial web printers finally have a
premium coated choice for sustainable and
quality-conscious brands,” said Julie Brannen,
director of Sustainability Solutions, Monadnock.
“Velvet is not glossy – it offers a more natural
aesthetic quality with coated results.”

In independent testing, Velvet demonstrated
superior performance with no defects. On an 8-
color Rotoman AC press, the 80 lb. text weight
printed up to 35,000 impressions per hour (1,145

fpm) without any web breaks and resulted in excellent print quality. The product ran to
standard operating densities without any major changes to fountain keys. Velvet
offered a good operating window for paper and ink tack build and will sustain up to
eight colors down on each side.

Made with 100 per cent post-consumer waste recycled fiber that is third-party
certified and responsibly sourced, Astrolite PC 100 enables brands, marketers, and
creatives to access a sustainable selection of papers for high end catalogs, magazines,
fashion lookbooks, direct mail, college viewbooks, museum exhibitions and more. The
Astrolite PC 100 Velvet line offers a universal print coating optimised for commercial
sheet-fed and heat-set wet offset HP Indigo (LEP) and dry toner (DP) presses. A range
of sheet sizes will be stocked for quick and ready access to the design community. 

Made with the environment in mind, as with all Monadnock’s fine text and cover
papers, Astrolite PC 100 Velvet is FSC Certified (FSC C018866), manufactured carbon
neutral (VERs) and made with 100 per cent renewable Green-e certified wind-
powered electricity (RECs) under a third-party certified ISO 14001 Environmental
Management System.

“We’ve created a coating that stands up to the rigors of a broad range of printing
presses and inks,” said Paul Ciccone, vice president of research and development,
Monadnock. “This heatset web qualification brings us to home plate with a winner for
the environment and for our customers.”

Mondi has launched a health and safety app as a new way to communicate to its
colleagues on wellbeing in the workplace. Mondi Corrugated Solutions has launched
the app to raise awareness of workplace safety rules in an accessible and entertaining
way. The app entitled HEADS UP! is free to download for all Mondi employees and the
general public. The app incorporates the latest research on the psychology of safe
behaviour into a game format to reinforce commitment to the nine safety rules across
Mondi’s plants and mills. The game design takes its inspiration from corrugated boxes,
the main product of Mondi Corrugated Solutions and features the company's
corporate colours and branding.

Avery Dennison enters strategic
partnership with Lampe Textiles

Monadnock’s coated paper line for 
heatset web presses
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Industry News

Mondi Paper Bags, part of Mondi Group, a leading global packaging and paper manufacturer,
has acquired two paper bag lines from Helwan Cement Company and InterCement Sacs, two
major cement producers in Egypt. The acquired production lines will increase Mondi’s capacity
by approximately 60-80 million bags annually and strengthen Mondi's position in the Middle
Eastern bag market, particularly in supporting suppliers to the construction industry.

Mondi Paper Bags, a global producer that operates two plants in Egypt, will also become
the exclusive supplier of paper bags to Helwan Cement Company and InterCement Sacs.

“We are excited to have signed long-term supply agreements with two of our biggest
customers in Egypt further securing our position in the Middle Eastern market. These
collaborations will offer Helwan and InterCement access to our latest innovations,
industry expertise and our strong plant network and customer service in the Middle East.

Thanks to Mondi’s vertical integration, our partners will further benefit from our high quality kraft paper,” said Claudio Fedalto, chief operating officer of
Mondi Paper Bags.

“Building sustainable partnerships is InterCement’s tagline, and it is exactly what this deal represents. It is a long and fruitful partnership, in which we will
focus on our cement production, while Mondi is supplying us with high quality bags and comprehensive customer service,” said Paulo Dall’Aqua, legal and
administration director, Amreyah Cement.

“We are delighted to continue our relationship with a reputable and reliable global paper bags supplier like Mondi, while we can focus on our core
operations, the production of grey cement and ready-mix,” said Jose Maria Magrina, managing director, Suez Cement Group.

Fathers Finishers opt for C&T chains
and gripper bars for their Bobst 102se

C & T Matrix has long been
associated with quality creasing
matrix across the globe. Over the
past five years it has expanded its
product range to fit evolving
customer needs. 

Working with their partner,
Conway Machines Inc, a producer

of premium quality gripper bars, chains, and sprockets, C&T now offer a full range
of products suitable for die cutting machines including Bobst, Iberica, Brausse and
many more. 

Simon Shenton, managing director at C&T Matrix said, “We realise that
customers have very few options to source certain products and invariably have
to endure long lead times and high prices. One of the advantages of C&T’s global
reach is that we have access to international supply chains and can easily source
speciality products from a variety of markets - gripper bars and chains have been
one such product group.” 

C&T has already fitted many sets of chains and grippers into the UK market with
a wide variety of blue-chip folding carton, finishers, and corrugated convertors,
and they are now extending this product range to the rest of Europe. 

C&T offers gripper bars and chains on a next day delivery basis within the UK. This
helps customers overcome the worst-case scenarios such as a gripper smash and
assists the needs of planned maintenance. “We know how important it is to keep
our customers’ die cutting assets performing to the very highest levels,” said Simon. 

Mondi acquires two paper bag lines and signs exclusive supplier
agreements with cement producers in Egypt

Euromac has introduced new tools
for remote customer testing. As a rule,
Euromac's practice is to carry out
acceptance testing at its own factory
with the use of the customer's
material and with the presence of the
customer's technicians or their
representatives. In this way it
becomes possible for the customer

to report any changes to be made or options to be added, and to check the
correct functionality of the slitter rewinder. At the same time Euromac can
best modulate its technology with that of the customer and interact on the
process of the materials to be cut, discussing the formats and quality.

For reasons relating to the pandemic and the difficulty in traveling,
various digital systems and media had to be activated to allow remote
acceptance testing. Through the use of special software integrated in the
Windows platform, and with the use of webcams, the virtual presence of
the customer during the testing phase was made possible. In this way the
customer was able to interact with Euromac, without attending and in
complete safety, in order to carry out the testing procedure. The method is
practically the same: the customer sends the mother rolls to be cut and a
processing protocol, but during the testing phase everything is performed
remotely in complete synergy.

The result, in addition to the evident saving of travel expenses, is to work in
complete safety, guaranteeing however the acceptance of the machine. Given
the success of this initiative, it cannot be ruled out that the same protocol can
also be adopted on other special occasions, after the pandemic is over.

Remote acceptance
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Industry News

Neopac wins “Tube of the Year” awards

The makers of the Frugal Cup, the world’s first coffee cup made from 96 per cent
recycled paper, have secured the BRCGS Global Standard for Packaging Materials.

British sustainable packaging firm Frugalpac, who recently launched the Frugal
Bottle made from 94 per cent recycled paper, has been awarded an A grade for its
Frugal Cup production in the BRCGS audit, which helps packaging organizations
deliver products that help support the delivery of safe, hygienic food and drink.
Frugalpac’s Frugal Cup has a carbon footprint up to 60 per cent lower than
conventional cups when sent to landfill and is easier to recycle again. The Frugal Cup is
manufactured in Wrexham with its manufacturing partner the Cup Folk and has just
been shortlisted as a finalist in the 2020 Sustainability Awards.

BRCGS is one of the most highly regarded certification programs recognized by the
Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI). To get certification, the Frugal Cup factory in
Wrexham underwent a third-party audit of everything from quality management and
risk analysis to building standards. BRCGS certification is an internationally recognized
distinction awarded to companies in the food storage and distribution industries that
meet BRC Standards of best practices for quality, hygiene, and product safety.

A compostable shrink-wrap
developed in South Australia
for cucumbers has been
adapted to magazine film
opening up a potentially
huge market for its Adelaide
manufacturer.cled sheet
compatible with heatset web
presses that is manufactured
in the US. The alternative

plastic wrapping was invented by Adelaide-based compostable bag producer BioBag
World Australia last year with a number of supermarket chains now using the product
for fruit and veg. The bio-wrap was first used on cucumbers sold at South Australian
independent grocer Drakes Supermarkets following a partnership with produce and
packaging business IG Fresh Produce.

Company managing director Scott Morton said the development of the plastic
alternative mailing film was the result of a partnership with South Australian-based
Direct Mail Centre of Australia.

“It took us about a month to develop the first film wrap, which was an industrial
compost version,” Morton said. “We then tried to take it one step further and we
created a new version which was suitable for home compost … so that even outside
of South Australia, where industrial compost isn’t necessarily available, we would have
a solution.”

The cucumber wrap was launched in September as an environmentally friendly
alternative to the traditional polyethylene plastic wrap and has since been adapted for
a range of uses – most recently as a magazine film. BioBag World Australia’s bioplastic
film is made from a compostable resin called Mater-Bi that uses substances obtained
from plants including non-genetically modified corn starch.

Neopac, a global provider of packaging for a broad array of industries and applications, earned two “Tube of the Year” awards
from the European Tube Manufacturers Association (ETMA). The recognition came in two of the competitions most coveted
categories: Plastic Tubes and Laminate Tubes.

In the Plastic Tubes category, Neopac’s RECYCLED PLASTIC TUBE, which is utilised by Farfalla for several of its 100 per cent
natural vegan haircare products, took top honors. Part of Neopac’s EcoDesign family of sustainable solutions and suitable for
use with cosmetic products, the RECYCLED PLASTIC TUBES comprise 64 per cent PCR material from post-consumer recycled

material (PCR) derived from household waste such as milk, water and
juice bottles, and post-industrial recycled material (PIR) from laminate
production waste. In the Laminate Tubes category, Neopac won for its
Stylo Polyfoil Tube with Spatula Applicator for Canesten, a cream for
treating athlete's foot from Bayer Consumer Health. Features included a
special applicator comprised of soft TPE material, allowing patients to
apply the cream hands-free – an important benefit as athlete’s foot is a
highly contagious fungal infection.

Arden Software has completed the acquisition of American
software company Cimex Corporation.

Global software provider Arden specialises in CAD and CAM
software for the packaging sector, with its Impact packaging
design software being used all over the world.

Cimex develops CimPACK Software, which, like Impact, is a
leading name in the print, packaging and die-making sectors.

Jim Silianoff, president of Arden Software North America, said:
“Much like Arden, Cimex is a global supplier of CAD and CAM
software in the packaging sector, so we’re delighted to bring their
skills and expertise into the Arden Group. “This partnership will bring
together some of the best minds in the industry to develop a new
era of software tools and innovative solutions for our customers. The
breadth of knowledge and experience within Cimex, combined with
the development power of Arden, will ensure we’re uniquely
positioned to deliver highly automated, efficient and innovative
solutions to our existing and new customers.

“Our industry remains a highly collaborative and increasingly
technical environment. Whether it’s new technologies for die-
making and manufacturing, workflow automation, ecommerce,
packaging design or collaboration, this acquisition will solidify our
position as a technology innovator in the packaging industry,
building on the strong relationships that both companies have
with their customers.”

Andrew Carey, president at Cimex Corporation, added: “Many of our
customers use both Cimex and Arden Software products, and as
companies, we share many of the same traits. We have both worked
with and for our customers for many years developing our expertise in
our fields, so the joining of our two companies is very complementary.

Martin Poynter, managing director at the Arden Group, said: “We
are delighted to complete this acquisition which will enable us to
expand our operations and further accelerate our growth strategy.
Arden Software and Cimex share a common background of strong
technology development and esteemed customer relationships in
the packaging and printing industries, so we’re confident this
acquisition will deliver real benefits to our customers.”

Frugalpac secures grade A in BRCGS audit

Arden Software acquires US
software supplier

Compostable cucumber shrink wrap
adapted for magazines
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Adhesive Applications

Sustainable packaging through adhesives

As the world’s largest supplier of inks and
coatings, Sun Chemical is committed to
sustainability, both in our own

operations and in our product development,
especially around supporting the social
imperatives of ensuring food safety and
reducing food loss and packaging waste.
Indeed, recognising the importance of
sustainability as a global issue, we are looking
to align our corporate goals with the Social
Development Goals of the United Nations and
believe that the actions we’re taking to help
develop a more sustainable packaging
industry will have a positive impact towards a
number of the UN’s goals.

As our CEO has stated, our approach to
sustainability guides the way we develop
and manufacture products, as well as how
we work with our customers. And
through the continued expansion of our
portfolio, we’re helping our customers to
achieve their own sustainability goals.
One way in which we’re doing this is
through the ongoing development of
coatings and adhesives that will
contribute to the increasing sustainability
of packaging materials. Plastic packaging,
for example, has become a huge issue of
debate and consumer opinion has
prompted brand managers, converters
and industry associations (such as
CEFLEX, with which Sun Chemical, as a
member, is working closely to advance its
sustainability and circular economy
roadmap for flexible packaging in Europe)
to look at ways of reducing, reusing or
recycling plastic as much as possible, so
as to decrease the amount of plastic
pollution in the environment.

While it's clear that, around ten years ago,
plastic was a breakthrough packaging
innovation for light-weighting and food
preservation, now the industry is looking to

adopt an alternative bio-sourced plastic,
while in the meantime finding better ways
to use the petrochemical sourced base
material to reduce the environmental
impact of plastic both in landfill and
pollution of the oceans.

The first goal involves the development of
more compostable packaging from a bio-
sourced material to produce a substrate that
is not really plastic, but that has the
functionality of plastic as well as the benefit
of being biodegradable in certain
environmental conditions. While some
packaging may be home compostable – so
it basically biodegrades at room
temperature – the majority is industrially
compostable, meaning that it needs a
higher temperature as part of an industrial
process to biodegrade. In both cases,
however, the loop of the circular economy is
closed as the composted material can then
be used to grow additional plant crops. 

Sun Chemical is contributing to the
process by offering a range of inks, coating
and adhesives for industrial composting that
have been properly screened by an
independent, accredited laboratory and
certified either by TUV Austria and/or DIN
CERTCO as suitable to use in the production
of industrial compostable laminates,
combining the different bio-source
substrates available on the market.

With regards to finding better ways to use
petrochemically based plastic packaging,
the trend is towards adopting a mono-
material petrochemical-based plastic
laminate. Until recently, to achieve a certain
level of performance from a conventional
packaging material, layers of different types
of plastic material have been laminated
together - one layer might comprise a
certain type of plastic that works well as a
barrier to light or oxygen, while another

might be used for its rigidity or seal-ability to
make, for example, a retortable pouch. While
this combination of different types of plastic
material together has provided the
necessary packaging functionality, it has
also made the sorting and recycling of the
plastic package after use very difficult.

To improve the recycling of
petrochemically based plastic substrates,
converters are reshaping the packaging by
using a mono-material, which makes sorting
and recycling easier at the end of the
package’s life. However, using a single type
of plastic (generally polyethylene or
polypropylene) means that, while the
packaging has the appropriate mechanical
strength, the oxygen barrier property, for
example, is reduced or affected.

To support our customers who want to use
mono-material plastic packaging, at Sun
Chemical we have therefore developed series
of barrier coatings (SunBar) and barrier
adhesives (PASLIM) that offer all the
functionality of conventional barrier films,
while reducing the weight of the packaging.
Creating barriers against moisture, oxygen,
CO2, UV light, odour and migration, SunBar
coatings provide converters with cost-
effective, durable and compostable films by
creating a pinhole-free, and flexible gas barrier
layer that can be easily overprinted with our
compostable inks and laminated to a variety of
secondary films. Chlorine- and metal-free,
SunBar coatings also offer a reduced carbon
footprint and easy application with few
changes to current equipment.

Enabling the production of dramatically
thinner and lighter laminated packaging
films, as well as preventing food
deterioration, PASLIM reduces the volume
and the cost of film used, emissions of CO2
during product transport Sun Bar and
PASLIM can be used individually or they can
be used in combination, depending on the
application that has to be delivered. Potato
crisp packets, for example, require a much
lower level of barrier compared with ham
and cheese packaging, so the second
application might require both a barrier
adhesive and a barrier coating, while for the
first, either a coating or an adhesive might
be sufficient.

So whether our customers are looking to
achieve their sustainability goals through
improving the recyclability or the
compostability of their packaging, Sun
Chemical is fully committed to working with
them in support of their aims – in the case of
recyclability, by providing them uniquely with
both barrier coatings and barrier adhesives to
facilitate mono-material packaging for easier
recycling; and in the case of compostability, by
supplying them with a range of coatings, inks
and adhesives which are fully approved for
industrial compostability.

u sunchemical.com

By Pierangelo Brambilla, product manager of
Laminate Adhesives, Europe, Sun Chemical
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Adhesive Applications

ENGINEERING ADHESIVES FOR HIGH
TECH ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING

The rapid increase in traffic congestion
acrold provide growth opportunities
for traffic road marking coating market

in the coming years.
Bostik has launched Born2Bond, a new

range of innovative engineering adhesives
designed for ‘by-the-dot’ bonding in the
high-tech electronics manufacturing sector.

The range includes new, low-odour
formulations, which enable a more
comfortable manufacturing environment,
and low-blooming solutions. Blooming is
the effect of adhesive being squeezed out
between parts being assembled and
causing staining. It is a critical factor to avoid
for manufacturers of high-tech electronics
and communication devices where
miniaturization of parts is creating new
design and manufacturing challenges.

Polivio Goncalves, Bostik’s global market
manager for Engineering Adhesives, says the
instant engineering adhesives launched as
the first in the range raise the bar for all-
round performance: “Designers and
manufacturers are facing critical challenges
such as the need to minimise the effects of
blooming and the need for a more
adaptable and faster curing process, while
meeting more demanding environmental
and health and safety regulations. 

“Born2Bond will enable customers to
improve efficiencies, increase design
opportunities and enhance
sustainability, making it easier for them to
manufacture better, safer and ever more
innovative products.” 

Instant adhesives are used extensively in
manufacturing, but with the launch of new,
affordable MECA-based products in the first
wave of the Born2Bond range, many of the
principal challenges have been addressed.
They retain the advantages of rapid strong

bonding on most materials, yet overcome
the disadvantages of part staining, the need
for special ventilated manufacturing zones
and expensive high accuracy dispense

equipment or post cleaning. They are
attractive options for manufacturers of small
electronic products who may have
dismissed the use of such adhesives
because no cost-effective alternative was
previously available. 

“The name Born2Bond reflects our
products and our purpose, but also reflects
our collaborative approach; we’re
developing these next-generation
products in association with our customers
to ensure we create the solutions they
need,” Polivio adds. 

With a global market potential of €7
billion euros, Bostik plans to launch
additional product offerings within its
Born2Bond portfolio, including HM-PUR and
other urethane acrylates, providing a
comprehensive service for evolving
application needs.

ubostik.com

H.B. Fuller has announced the opening
of a new business office in
Johannesburg, South Africa, and a

network spanning three warehouses across
the country to support its ambitious growth
plans in the region. 

Led by South Africa Business Manager
Ronald Prinsloo, the new H.B. Fuller entity
will offer customers local adhesive expertise
and a globally-connected team with deep
industry knowledge spanning the 28 market
segments served by the company. 

Ronald Prinsloo and his highly skilled team
will draw on H.B. Fuller's global network
capabilities and technical centers, especially in
Europe, India, Middle East and Africa (EIMEA),

to better serve customers in close proximity to
where they operate by supporting sales in
local currency, offering ex-stock deliveries and
providing technical service.

The new commercial organization aims to
rapidly grow H.B. Fuller's share of the
substantial, local market for adhesives,
leveraging their significant combined
experience to increase the company's share
of a potential €100 million per year market1. 

"We believe our in-depth understanding
of specific customer needs and local
market requirements, together with H.B.
Fuller's high-quality solutions,
technologies and research capabilities,
means we're ideally placed to meet

increasing demand for adhesives in South
Africa," says Ronald Prinsloo.

"This fits with our overall strategy to build
on our success around the globe and
expand our business footprint in key market
segments through strategic investments. We
are now in a better position to offer
outstanding, local knowledge of customers'
production processes in the hygiene,
graphic arts, paper converting, end-of-line
and flexible packaging, and labelling
markets, among others, and help customers
find a competitive advantage through their
adhesive applications.”

uhbfuller.com

Adhesive manufacturer opens new office in South Africa
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Adhesive Applications

Sealing packaging securely

Many consumers see packaging as
simply a means of containing a
product in a box, a carton, a flexible

bag or pouch, which will be discarded when
the product is used. The surface of a pack as
far as most consumers are concerned is
used as a vehicle for marketing purposes,
which is true to some extent, but it’s more
complicated than that. The pack surface or
labelling aids decision-making and may
contain relevant information relating (in the
case of food) to ingredients, known allergies,
dietary and cooking instructions, as well as
use-by dates. The pack, including its
component parts, should keep food items
safe, secure and fresher for longer. But
sometimes there is a mismatch between
expectations and reality. This is when
systems such as pilot coating and
monitoring devices come into their own.

A common criticism is that many food
products are overpacked, with fiddly
components. Opening and re-sealing a so-
called easy peel filmic lid can be difficult for
the consumer, and this should be of
concern to the brand owner and packaging
technologist for several reasons. To begin
with, the consumer who experiences
difficulties with packaging may avoid
purchasing that product or any other of the
branded products in the range. But there is
another important factor to consider, and
that is of food wastage and packaging
throwaway often contaminated with food
residue. For those who can afford to do so, if
there is any doubt it goes in the bin.
Packaging is now regarded in many quarters
as being an essential element in addressing

food wastage, currently estimated at around
90 million tonnes per annum in the EU.

Although the relationship between shelf
life and food waste is far from
straightforward knowing which product or
food group spoils easiest, what brings about
food loss and the perception or
expectations that a consumer holds with
regard to the appearance, texture and
aroma and the impact on health is
important for everyone in the value and
supply chain. Packaging helps to preserve
and protect a food item from environmental
influences that may result in a deterioration
in quality. Typically, the mechanisms
associated with spoilage are moisture,
oxygen, light and microorganisms, moulds,
bacteria, etc.  

MODERN ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
While packaging may be viewed by some as
a single entity, it is the sum of the parts, the
components functioning in unison,
together with of course selecting that most
suitable packaging configuration for the
product that determines success or failure.
Adhesives, though generally coated and
used in relatively small quantities are a good
example. Many of the packaging products
that are available today would not be
possible without modern adhesive systems.
Flexible packaging adhesives, the laminating
adhesives for example, must provide for
good clarity and bond strength. They must
be resistant to heat, humidity and in some
instances, chemicals that may over time
affect the integrity of the seal. Adhesives
must be engineered in order that

delamination of laminates or substrates
being bonded does not occur. 

Delamination or tunnelling can occur
when the two substrates being married
together differ in extensibility and stretch or
relax at different rates. Localised areas of
delamination not only affect product
appearance it can seriously jeopardize the
food product itself. 

A common method of creating a
composite material that meets specific
performance requirements is to laminate
various polymeric materials to other films or
to foils, papers, etc, with a polymeric
adhesive. Waterborne polyurethane
dispersions and acrylic emulsion-based
laminating adhesives provide advantages
over solvent borne systems and
development is on-going. The monomeric
portion of the polymer is recycled out prior
to coating and converting. Urethanes tend
to be employed in high end application
critical areas, acrylics on the other hand
tend to be used for applications that are not
so stringent. 

Urethanes and acrylic waterborne can be
manipulated and crosslinked increased
adhesion or resistance properties. Apart
from offering specific properties that enable
an adhesive to perform to expectations,
laminating and other adhesives associated
with food, medical and custom applications
must be safe to use. 

A greater awareness of potential
migration of components, ever changing
filmic materials, both conventional and bio-
based and with technology in general has
meant that there is more of an emphasis on
compliance and the reviewing of standards
of performance. Through a balanced and
objective selection, the use of monomers
and the control of polymerisation, adhesives
can be designed so that they are non-
migratory, though there are caveats in that
film and adhesive thicknesses as well as
contents must be factored in. For instance,
there is minimal risk of absorbing migratory
components with dried goods. Fatty foods
pose more of a risk so that care and
attention must be exercised when selecting
inks, adhesives and coatings and films.           

It is worth mentioning the difficulties
that polymer chemists, formulators and
packaging technologists faced when
developing aqueous adhesives for flexible
packaging laminates. Unlike aromatic
carbons, esters and other substances,
which readily dissolve polymers and resins,
water dissolves few of these ingredients.
Furthermore, additives initially added to
the dispersion or emulsion interfered with
final adhesion.  In time, laboratory research,
shop floor trials and using pilot coating
systems and other technology resulted in
products that became accepted.
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In many respects the flexible
packaging producer has a wide
range of lamination methods,
adhesives and technologies to
select from. For instance: wet bond
adhesive lamination involving
crosslinking acrylic-vinyl acetate
copolymers emulsion are often
chosen for snack food applications
such as   crisps. UV curable acrylics
and acrylates, epoxies, olyethylene,
silicones and vinyl ester may be the
way to go for certain flexible
packaging products, bearing in
mind that at least one of the
laminate webs is of high
transparency for UV penetration. Dry
bond lamination remains an option
where plastic films need to be
laminated for meat and cheese
slices and blocks and for demanding
boil-in-the-bag pouch applications.
It is worth noting the alternatives

to laminating adhesives such as the
heat seal coatings, which in certain
circumstances are appropriate. Heat
seal coatings are applied to a
substrate via a coater and then
wound up into a roll. This roll of
coated material can then be
unwound at a later date and the
heat seal can be adhered to another
substrate surface using just heat and
pressure. An advantage of this type
of adhesive coating is that it does
not have to bond immediately as
with a traditional laminating
adhesive.  It also means that
bonding is a distinctive separate and
controllable operation.
RK Print Coat Instruments has

supplied a pilot coating, printing
and laminating system to a
converter for a heat-sealing
application involving the laying
down of both printed and coated
lacquers in discrete patterns. 
There are many other adhesives

that are widely used and which
sectors such as packaging would
find difficult to manage without.
Hot melts are one of the most
dynamic areas of adhesive
production. Hot melts made a
commercial debut in the 1960s
where they were first used on low
speed case sealing equipment for
the securing of flaps of corrugated
boxes. Adhesive technology has
progressed and they can now be
confidently employed in high
speed production environments. 
They are used for the

manufacture of laminated wood
panels, kitchen counter tops and
bonding non-woven fabrics. Hot
melt lamination of EVA, LDPE and
block copolymers of styrene,
butadiene or isoprene can be used
for the sealing of film laminated

frozen food packs. Hot melts are
suitable for the attachment of
polyethylene base cups to soft drink
structures and for PS-tapes, labels
and promotional/security stickers
and POS displays. 
Hot melts form a strong bond

and are compatible with most
materials. They are less sensitive to
water, moisture and humidity than
many other types of adhesives. In
the past performance could be
compromised by close proximity to
a source of heat and temperature,
which could loosen the adhesive
bond strength. The introduction of
polyurethane reactive hot melts,
the PUR’s, which offer good
resistance to heat once cured has
addressed the problem.
Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA)

copolymer and polyethylene (PE)
homo polymers with metallocene
hot melts will be familiar to many
packaging converters. Widely used
for general packaging these melts
are highly suited for packaging that
is destined for the freezer,
applications where the adhesive
must be creep resistant and able to
sustain temperature extremes. 
Hot melt adhesive coating can be

undertaken on RK Print Coat
Instruments new VCML-Lab/Pilot
coater. Hot melt via extrusion coating
or via gravure coating are amongst
the systems and application
technologies that can be integrated
in with RK’s bespoke high-tech VCM
pilot/production coater. 
The VCML-Lab/Pilot coater can

print, coat and laminate on all types
of flexible substrates and on a reel
to reel basis. In addition to
providing the user with a range of
selectable print and coat options, it
offers short run capability which
makes it ideal for product
development, quality control, for
trialling new or unfamiliar materials
and for resolving process and
production problems as they arise. 
Touch screen controlled and with

a web width of 300mm, the VCML-
Lab/Pilot coater can be configured
for hot air drying, infrared and UV
curing. Corona treatment, edge
guide, heated laminator and 
ATEX coating zone can also be
integrated in with 
the system.
The VCML-Lab/Pilot coater may

be an ideal choice for organisations
and departments that face frequent
product changes, where
formulations and processes need to
be trialled and where flexibility is a
key system requirement
.

� rkprint.com
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01753 825122 
sales@jarshire.co.uk 
www.jarshire.co.uk

Overloaded 
with handling 
issues?

The Lift Assist® range from Dotec will 

lift, shift and turn reels, boxes and 

bags with ease.

Contact Jarshire and let us take the 
weight off the problem.

Safer handling 

Increased speed 

Reduction in roll damage  

Higher efficiency 

Customisable
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Flexible Packaging

Flexo printing – the right choice for
printed flexible packaging 
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Flexographic print accounts for a large
share of total print revenue and
volume is growing in this thriving

sector (Smithers-Pira forecast an annual
growth of 2.3% until 2023). However, as a
print process for flexible packaging, it is too
often being unfairly ignored as the industry
spotlight focuses on other technologies.

While flexo technology has always been
recognised as a highly cost-effective method
for printing on a wide variety of substrates
using a range of inks, quality and consistency
have often been seen as the preserve of litho,
gravure and digital. But this is no longer true –
in recent years, flexo technology has evolved
to the point that it now matches the quality of
other print processes. As a result, brands can
exploit flexo’s many strengths without
compromising the all-important quality and
shelf impact and ensure they’re meeting
clients’ demands for more frequent design
changes, greater customisation and reduced
time to market.

The transformation is due to a decade of
concentrated technology development
that has radically improved flexo’s
performance in three key areas — quality,
efficiency and automation, and
environmental credentials. Advances in
flexo plate technology have been critical to
levelling the playing field for flexo and
alternative processes and, since its launch
in 2008, Miraclon’s FLEXCEL NX system has
been recognised as having made a
particularly strong contribution. The
technology offers controlled ink transfer for
optimised print performance, enhanced
quality, brighter and cleaner colours,

smoother transitions, a wider tonal range
and an expanded colour gamut (ECG).

When you take customer branding, for
example, these benefits are vital for achieving
bright, eye-catching and consistent colours.
Australian flexible packaging producer,
Amcor ANZ was faced with this challenge
when tasked with the print for a potato chip
rebrand. Pre-press manager Gary McQuiggan
had to deliver a wide spread of colours
without compromising the end product.
Gary explained how flexo, with its quicker set-
ups and faster print runs, had positive cost
implications, “The results now go toe-to-toe
with gravure, which is a vastly more
expensive option in Australia. Thanks to an
expanded colour gamut, we can do the same
job in a 4-5 colour ink set at a market-leading
cost. I really struggled on a conventional
plate to get the print into a space the client
was happy with, but using a CMYK ECG
approach on a Miraclon plate, I had a much
better density and gamut range.”

Pre-press specialist U. Günther GmbH, has
also highlighted the system’s quality and
efficiency as a key benefit. Stefan Schnieder
commented, “The KODAK FLEXCEL NX Ultra
plates have a whole series of handling,
quality and productivity benefits for
packaging printers. Tests and initial
production runs have confirmed that the
plates deliver excellent print quality with
high edge definition. There is much less ink
build-up during print production, so printers
benefit from longer cleaning intervals and
less downtime”. 

With a market size of over 54% in
packaging and labelling, flexo is gaining an
ever-larger share of the flexible packaging
market and the confidence behind the
process keeps growing. At Colombian
flexible packaging converter Plastilene,
confidence is sky-high. General Manager
Belinda Duran commented: “I say to people,
‘Do you see something we can’t do with
flexo? Because I don’t.’”

With eight plants in South and Central
America, Plastilene is a major regional
producer of flexible packaging, labels and
wraparounds, so it is well-placed to gauge
what’s happening in its markets. “Today’s
packaging has to promote as much as
protect, which has an impact on the supply
chain,” says Duran. “Customisation and
personalisation mean shorter runs and more
frequent design changes, so that creates
more prepress. The designs are more
complex, so they need higher print quality.”

Polishing its environmental credentials is
also essential for flexo’s role in packaging,
simply because consumers are demanding
that brands develop sustainable packaging
solutions. Here too there is good news, with
new water-based inks coming to market to
replace the solvent-based inks previously
used in flexo. Other important
developments include water-wash flexo
plates such as Kodak’s FLEXCEL NX Ultra
system. Combine such products with the
new lighter substrates, lower waste and the
reduced consumables of fixed colour
palette (FCP) printing, and flexo printers are
able to make more environmentally sound
decisions about platemaking and printing.

With the ongoing investments into flexo,
there’s concrete evidence of the new
enthusiasm for the process in printing
flexible packaging and a belief that flexo
printers who take advantage of the cutting-
edge technology in the market will be the
printers who thrive.

u miraclon.com

By Nilgun Turan, European marketing manager at Miraclon
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Drying, Curing & UV

UV inkjet and dry toner tech for digital labels

Gary Moody started Premier Markings
in 2008, initially as a digital printing
company The company started with a

low volume tabletop label printer, ideal for
very short run labels of 500 pieces. Soon it
became clear that a productive high-quality
printing label press was needed to make the
company a success. After researching the
supplier market thoroughly, Premier
Markings decided to buy a Xeikon 3030 in
2013. Gary comments: “Originally I was going
to go for an HP labels press, but when I went
to visit the Xeikon office in Chicago, the
people there convinced me and gave me
the sense that they would help me make it
happen. Looking back now they really did!”

As a small company and a purely digital
shop, Premier Markings was able to adapt
faster to the changing trends in the market
for labels. This gave the company as a
newcomer an edge over existing, bigger,
flexo-oriented label printers. Gary made
another very specific and smart decision: he
opted to hire IT people for his company
rather than label savvy people. Gary:
“Employees that can work with and
understand computers easily are crucial for
companies these days. This is even more so
for digital label printing companies and I was
convinced it was easier to train IT people
about labels than the other way around. I’m
absolutely sure that helped us a lot.”

After a learning curve, demand requests
and accelerating productivity measures,
Premier Markings realized they needed a
second press. This would make them more
productive because they would avoid many
substrates changes on the press. A second
Xeikon 3030 came in. Soon even those
presses were nearing capacity so one of the
Xeikon 3030 presses was upgraded to a
Xeikon 3300, which basically doubled its
capacity. Gary further noted, “That is very
unique with the Xeikon dry toner series of
presses, you can start with an entry level press
and then upgrade on site when the business
grows and you have extra funds to invest.”

THE INTRODUCTION OF UV INKJET
In January 2020, the Xeikon PX3000 UV
inkjet machine replaced the Xeikon 3030.

Gary was considering buying an inkjet press
for 2 years. The speed of inkjet was
appealing, and the print quality was better
than he expected. Gary: “It was a tough
decision to choose what type of inkjet press
to go for as there are alternatives to the
Panther (PX3000) from Xeikon. Eventually, an
impressive demo at the Xeikon Chicago
Innovation Center as well as knowing the
certainty of having the very reliable Xeikon
team at hand made the difference, and we
opted for the Xeikon PX3000. Furthermore,
the fact that the PX3000 uses the Xeikon X-
800 as digital front-end was a big factor too.
It is an invaluable tool in our business to
make the most of digital printing and the
fact that all our presses are driven by that
same front-end is a big advantage. So today
Premier Markings is running a Xeikon 3300
and a Xeikon PX 3000.”

UV INKJET VERSUS DRY TONER
ELECTRO PHOTOGRAPHY
Originally, Gary thought that inkjet was the
future for everything, but Premier Markings
learnt it is not that simple. Both dry toner
and UV inkjet have their benefits. Yes, dry
toner has benefits in terms of food-safe
toner compliance and UV inkjet labels are
very durable, but Premier Markings points at
other aspects too. Gary compares the
presses as follows: the dry toner press is a
very consistent machine, but it requires
more maintenance. The inkjet press needs
less maintenance but is more vulnerable.
The labels look different and each
technology has its forte in terms of printing
quality. So how to decide what job to print
on UV inkjet and what job to print on dry
toner electrophotography (EP)? First there is
the label stock factor. Some substrates only
work properly on dry toner, like estate or
wine label stock, stock that has a structured
surface. Matte BOPP is another substrate
which Premier Markings only runs on dry
toner. Other substrates simply work better
on inkjet, for instance chrome substrates
based on PP. Apart from these
considerations, longer runs go on the
Panther. Then, if the UV inkjet press still has
excess capacity, all other jobs that can be

printed well on the Panther will be printed
on UV inkjet.

ADAPTING PRODUCTION
Premier markings has a website to promote
their business, but most of their customers
come to them via word of mouth. Premier
Markings prints a whole range of different
labels. Over the years they’ve become the
Go-To Site in the Toronto-area for craft beer
labels. They print a lot of nutraceutical labels
and labels for the cannabis industry. Lately,
due to COVID-19, a lot of hand sanitizer
labels were printed. Labels are sold to
customers without actively making the
distinction between UV inkjet or EP. The
substrate the labels need to be printed on
and the production planning basically
defines what press a label is printed.
Finishing is being done offline on GM
equipment Finishing is done offline on a
Xeikon solution. Many of the jobs produced
are matte laminated, even the UV inkjet
labels. Gary: “Over the years we have
constantly grown double digit on a yearly
basis. The first years we grew over 30% a year.
Our business model is delivering a service
that our customers need, we listen to and
deliver what our customers require, most
labels are delivered in 2 to 3 working days.”

Gary mentions the variety of labels he
produces: ”A typical digital job is rotating
warning labels; a product that has different
warning messages or pictures. Different
pieces of the same product on the shelf
need to show different warnings. I don’t see
how you could possibly print that on a flexo
press. Another job example Gary notes:
“200,000 peanut butter jar labels 2x9 inch on
the Xeikon 3300; We ran a job of 1,000,000
labels on the Panther. My flex printer
colleague could not realize this job in 3 days,
so we did it on the UV inkjet press. Two years
ago, this flexo label printer produced more
labels for us than Premier Markings printed
for his customers. Last year that changed. He
knocks on our door to print jobs digitally
quite frequently, while we need his flexo
capability less and less. This evolution will
only continue in the years to come.” We have
the flexibility to run all sorts of labels in
different quantities in much less time.

Premier Markings is a prime example of a
shop being very successful in label printing
by being agile, innovative and knowing
when the trends shift - doing it the right
way. It is a purely digital label printing shop
with 11 employees. Since its start, the
company has experienced double digit
growth every year. It perfectly combines dry
toner EP technology and UV inkjet
technology. Gary: “Premier Markings is very
happy with Xeikon. Our business is very
profitable and thanks in part to Xeikon and
its team.”

u xeikon.com
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Serving web applications with in-line,
real-time si coat weight analysis
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Process control in production processes
is imperative. Silicone coatings applied
to paper and plastic substrates modify

the release characteristics of a product like
labels or packaging. If too little silicone is
used or if there are areas of the web where
the silicone coating is missing, the adhesive
release properties will be adversely affected
in release applications, or the denesting
characteristics of the vacuum-formed plastic
will be compromised. These circumstances
can cause product rejection or disruption in
manufacturing and other downstream
processes. If too much silicone is applied,
the cost of the manufactured roll increases,
reducing profitability and, in some cases,
impacting acceptance and performance of
the end product.

Designed explicitly to meet the needs of
challenging conditions found in silicone
coating processes, the NEX LS from Applied
Rigaku Technologies, Inc. helps maintain
routine quality control. Featuring third-
generation EDXRF technology, the NEX LS
represents the next evolution of scanning
process coatings analyzers for web

applications. The
intuitive design allows
users to self-install and
customise the system to
meet their process
needs.

For continuous
monitoring and control,
the NEX LS linear scanner
provides real-time Si coat
weight profiling of your
process. The NEX LS
consists of a measurement head mounted
to a motorized frame, which carries the
head back and forth across a moving web.
Real-time data display as a graphical cross
direction and machine direction profile.
Users input basic information about
samples, and the advanced NEX LS software
helps you achieve a production level of
consistent quality and minimise costs. 

In addition to real-time cross direction
and machine direction profiles, user-defined
recipes inclusive of scan speeds and sub-
second measurement settings, advance roll
reporting, and raw data logging are

included for traceability and audits.
Complete roll recording includes
measurement value, date, time, length,
product name, and other information. Also
included are web scan average and
individual zone measurements.

• Cross & machine direction 
silicone coat weight profiling

• Easy self-installation
• Configurable to meet your 

process needs
• Easy automatic calibration & 

operation
• Minimal routine maintenance

OUR GUARANTEE
Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc. offers a 2
year warranty on all EDXRF spectrometers it
produces. This industry-leading
manufacturer’s warranty shows our
commitment to quality and displays our
dedication to maximising uptime for our
customer’s processes and applications.

� RigakuEDXRF.com
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Bindatex adds new division for COVID-19
secure supplies
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Coating & Laminating

New HQ celebrates 45 years of business for 
surface protection pioneer

The rapid increase in traffic congestion
acrold provide growth opportunities
for traffic road marking coating market

in the coming years.
The Elastomers team at Huntsman is

celebrating 45 years since the launch of its
KRYSTALGRAN surface protection products.
The anniversary coincides with Huntsman
increasing the manufacturing capacity of its
Ringwood, Illinois site, where it produces its
KRYSTALGRAN non-optical aliphatic
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) pellets
and its range of KRYSTALFLEX optical
aliphatic TPU films. 

Earlier this year Huntsman opened a brand-
new, state of the art building at its Ringwood
plant. The purpose-built facility has been fitted
out with the latest automated manufacturing
equipment - increasing Huntsman’s
production capacity and its ability to run
customer trials. The investment is the latest
milestone in Huntsman’s rich history of
supporting the safety glazing and surface
protection markets. In 1975, Huntsman
introduced KRYSTALGRAN PE192, an optical 
aliphatic technology. In 1992, KRYSTALGRAN
PE102 is introduced for the protection of wind
turbine blades. In 1993, KRYSTALFLEX PE399 is
introduced – a primer-less optical aliphatic for
safety glazing applications. In 2004,

KRYSTALFLEX PE501 is introduced as a higher
strength anti-ballistic film. 2020 saw Huntsman
expand production capacity at its Ringwood,
IL facility to further support the safety glazing
and surface protection industries.

Huntsman’s KRYSTALGRAN and
KRYSTALFLEX TPU products are widely used
to strengthen anti-ballistic glass used in
military vehicles, banks and government
buildings. KRYSTALGRAN products, which
are sold as pellets, are used to enhance
paint protection in the automotive industry;
in electronic film applications; in signage
projects; and to protect the leading edge of
helicopter and wind turbine blades.

Tom Baird, Huntsman’s plant manager at
Ringwood, says: “Huntsman has a long history
of developing innovative products for surface
protection and safety glazing industries. Our
first KRYSTALGRAN product was created in
1975. Today, the portfolio is the broadest
technology platform of its kind and is used
across a wide array of industries. Our
established track record in markets such as
renewable energy, consumer displays, and
paint protection films, combined with our new
manufacturing capabilities, will enable us to
keep innovating in parallel with our customers.”

uhuntsman-tpu.com

Bindatex, a UK provider of specialist
process and cutting services, has
announced their new division

Bindatex Slitting and Sheeting, after a call to
help cut vitally needed products in response
to the coronavirus pandemic. The newly
formed Bindatex Slitting and Sheeting
division can convert all types of flexible
materials for manufacturers and end users.

Whilst still able to fulfil the needs of the
composites, aerospace and other industrial
sectors with Advanced Material Cuttings,
Bindatex has launched Slitting and Sheeting
to provide a bespoke service to meet the
demands of cutting PPE, filter materials and
protective films to supply solutions to serve
the nations needs as the UK returns to the
‘new normal’. 

Bindatex’s customer, TPS Displays placed
a large initial order for a major national
homeware chain. This retailer reopened
stores for sale of furniture on 15th June in
line with the government’s relaxation of
lockdown regulations. 

The order consisted of a large quantity of
sheets of protective film cut to precise

dimensions to match the retailer’s ranges of
furniture and shipped direct to stores and the
customer’s distribution hub. With the need to
get the non-essential retail sector open for
business again as soon as possible and help
the economy bounce back, Bindatex Slitting
and Sheeting was able to turn this
requirement around within one week from
initial enquiry to delivery into stores. 

Chris Lever, managing director of
Bindatex says; “Being adaptable and versatile
is something that we have always been
proud of. We began this expansion in
capacity in March when we die-cut disks to
be used in ventilators to help in the UK wide
effort to supply the NHS, so to help the
nation get back to work completes the circle
after these hard few months.

“We are used to slitting difficult to process
materials, usually thermosets and
thermoplastic composites. We can utilise
our experience of converting materials that
are challenging and hard to cut, no matter
how big or small the order. We have a really
focussed team who enjoy the challenge of
providing solutions to resolve new problems
and working to quick turnaround times.”

The retail sector is new territory for
Bindatex. This new application of their
capability means they can aid shops in
becoming Covid-19 safe and operational
again this June following the government’s
new guidelines announced on 26 May.

ubindatex.com
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ASHE Converting Equipment is an independent 
manufacturer of premium quality slitter rewinders 
and customised applications.

Based in the UK, we’ve been producing advanced 
slitter rewinders to the flexible film, self adhesive 
label and other allied web industries for over 40 years.

UK Telephone: 01473 710912 
ashe.co.uk
USA Telephone: 802 254 0200
asheconvertingequipment.com

Excelling results for all 
slitting industries
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Coating & Laminating

Davis-Standard offers aseptic coating
and laminating line

In response to increased demand for
aseptic packaging technology for
emerging markets, Davis-Standard has

introduced the dsXTM Aseptic 400 triplex
extrusion coating and laminating line.

This best-in-class solution offers quick
changes, waste reduction and precision
web handling for maximum widths of

1,350mm (53 inches) and speeds from 250
to 400 mpm (820 to 1,312 fpm). It is
designed for paper, aluminum foils and/or
films used in aseptic and liquid carton
board packaging products.

“We have sold aseptic lines with similar
outputs in the past, but based on market
analysis, there was a need for a dedicated

product line for emerging markets,” says,
Michael Schröder, head of sales EMEA and
product management at Davis-Standard’s
German subsidiary ER-WE-PA GmbH. “The
dsX Aseptic 400 is pre-engineered to
provide optimum specifications for
emerging market customers in terms of
output and technology for process
efficiency.”

Davis-Standard is a leader in extrusion
lamination lines for aseptic packaging
products. This line configuration reflects that
leadership with customization options to
address diverse structures, including those
used for aseptic and fresh milk/beverage
filling machines. According to Michael
Schro ̈der, another advantage is Davis-
Standard’s regional after-sale service and
support, and more than 100 global
references for similar applications.

“One of the most significant benefits to
customers in emerging markets is knowing
they are getting value for first-rate
technology and service, which is based on
experience,” he says. “Each component on
this line is designed for performance and
efficiency, and we have the global resources
to support them.”

u davis-standard.com

Transcontinental Advanced Coatings has
added reflex CE Gloss high-performance
films to its reflex line of hardcoated films.

The new reflex CE Gloss is a clear gloss,
hardcoated film formulated on optical grade,
highly stabilised polyester. It is coated in a
certified ISO Class 7 (Class 10,000) cleanroom.
The product boasts a scratch-resistant,
proprietary hardcoat formulation on one side
of the film and a print receptive coating on the
other, enabling printing with both solvent and
UV screen print inks.

The performance characteristics of reflex CE
Gloss include excellent optical clarity and
haptic functionality, exceptional hardness,
chemical resistance, and flexibility that enables
embossing. The price-performance point of
reflex CE Gloss makes it the ideal product for
next-generation Electronic Displays,
Membrane Touch Switches (MTS), Human
Machine Interfaces (HMI), Printed Electronics,
Functional Controls, Sensors, Capacitive Touch
Interfaces, and Durable Labels. Tested to over 3
million actuations, reflex CE Gloss has industry-
leading flex life. 

“In our experience, the current reflex LT
Digital hardcoated polyester film from TC
Transcontinental gave the best print quality,
ink adhesion, and performance results of all

materials we tested for digital UV inkjet
printing. Tests also confirmed that the film
supports a switch life of more than 3 million
actuations,” says Marc Offord, general manager
of Evans Graphics in Maidenhead, UK.

The addition of reflex CE Gloss adds the
optically clear hardcoated film to the
existing reflex product portfolio and
leverages Transcontinental Advanced
Coatings’ more than 50 years of experience
manufacturing optically clear films in a
cleanroom environment. “The development
and production of reflex CE Gloss adheres
to the strictest clean room and quality
standards allowing customers to develop

advanced electronic interfaces and touch
devices,” says George Rose, vice president of
global sales and marketing for
Transcontinental Advanced Coatings. The
team spent two years developing reflex CE
Gloss, working to generate the best optical
chemistry and process. Added Rose, “We
spent the time to create a product that
offers industry-leading value in terms of
price and performance, leveraging TC
Transcontinental advanced manufacturing
capabilities and knowledge.” The product is
available immediately, globally, in two
thicknesses, 125um and 175um, and in
both master rolls and converted sheets.

The reflex product portfolio includes the
reflex CE Gloss hardcoat, and the reflex LT
Digital, a textured hardcoated film that
offers anti-microbial functionality as a
standard characteristic through the
incorporation of SteriTouch silver-based
technology into the hardcoated
formulation. Transcontinental Advanced
Coatings is committed to new product
development of hardcoated polyester films
providing optimal solutions to meet
evolving needs.

u transcontinentaladvancedcoatings.com

New CE gloss hardcoated film launched
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920-205-4614

bob@absoluteconvertingsolutions.com

www.absoluteconvertingsolutions.com
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Coating & Laminating

Emerson & Renwick order secured for
Reverse Gravure Coating Line to China

Acompany based in China,
manufacturing components for the
electronics display industries,

identified the need for an improved method
of producing optically clear components
used in touchscreen applications.

They approached UK based Emerson &
Renwick (E&R), designers and manufacturers
of Custom-built Coating and Laminating
Solutions, regarding the supply of a
production tool (device) with the capability
of applying  three coated layers to both
sides of a polymer film.

The client provided a very demanding user
requirement specification with a strong
emphasis placed on the highest standards of
optical clarity, overall product consistency and
yield. In order to achieve these criteria in the
most practical manner the process needed to
be executed in a single pass though the
machine, which minimised potential damage

to sensitive layers and materials handling, both
of which were the main contributors to yield
losses to date. Using many years of experience
in providing similar solutions the requirement
was analysed by E&R and several solutions
were considered before an initial layout
concept decided upon.

Each coated layer had a thickness ranging
from as low as 100 nanometres up to 1
micron and the reverse-kiss gravure
technique was selected with air flotation
drying to avoid contact with wet surfaces.
This concept was presented to the client
and subsequently refined through regular
discussions and a design created which
fulfilled the user requirements and which
also included some further enhancements
at the suggestion of E&R.

The basic machine arrangement included
three two side coating stations with three air
flotation dryers. Other significant features

included an ISO 5 (Class 100) on-machine
environment from unwind to rewind,
including dryers, non-stop operation by use of
automatic unwind and rewind reel changes,
two-side, in-line coat weight measurement of
each layer and in-line visual inspection prior
to winding using high resolution camera
arrays for detection of micro imperfections.

CHALLENGES OF MANUFACTURING
THROUGH COVID -19
The challenges continued through
execution of the project. Starting with an
already compressed delivery schedule
COVID 19 struck at the mid-point, initially
with China being placed on lockdown and
the subsequent disruptions to normal
communications. UK operations continued
with up-to-date procedures adhered to for
protection of the workforce and a flexible
approach adopted elsewhere to ensure
progress continued according to schedule.
Regular progress meetings were held with
the Customer by internet conferencing to
ensure they were always kept informed.

A full program of Customer witnessed
Factory Acceptance Trials (FAT) was an
original contractual obligation but once
again the pandemic made normal practices
impossible YY186537B. The machine was
partially assembled in the E&R assembly hall
and the trials were conducted without the
physical presence of the Customer but by
using internet video and conferencing they
were able to witness the procedures
remotely and with minimum disruption to
the process. With the FAT successfully
completed the machine was disassembled
and packed and despite all the obstacles
encountered along the way, shipped
according to schedule. 

At time of writing the line is being
installed by our E&R China team based from
Shaukeiwan.

u eandr.com
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Converting Case Study

Moo-ving into the future

When a Welsh dairy manufacturer and
packer began to expand its business
to meet the demand from

supermarkets for its products, its existing
packaging supplier was unable to provide the
level of service needed. 

In addition to stock availability and supply
issues, the supplier was also failing to
provide any proactive support or guidance.
As a consequence, the client began to
experience difficulties managing its quality
control, packing and distribution
preparation processes.

Antalis Packaging opened up
communication with the client demonstrating
how they were able to resolve not only the
immediate challenges, but also how they
would support the client’s continued growth
and expansion.

THE ANTALIS SOLUTION
Antalis Packaging took the time to understand
the client’s business – its peaks and troughs, its
operational and logistical challenges, and its
plans for the future. 

In addition to the resolution of its most
pressing challenges, the client is able to
benefit from Antalis’s understanding of the
latest in packaging materials, technology and
systems so it can respond with agility to
customer and market demands. 

For the three issues giving the client the
greatest cause for concern, Antalis was able to
offer immediate solutions:

QUALITY CONTROL
The existing process of quality checking stock
had failed to keep pace with growth resulting
in confusion over whether or not pallets had

been checked. To facilitate easy identification
of pallets of stock as they passed through the
various stages of the quality control process,
Antalis recommended its range of tapes
designed specifically for the purpose. Available
from stock, the tapes are printed with, for
example, QC Hold or QC Approval, providing a
simple, effective and low cost solution.

PALLET SECURITY
The stretch film used to wrap the pallets was
resulting in inconsistent load security. To
resolve the issue, Antalis recommended the
client switch from the 11 micron film wrap
they had been using to a 17 micron wrap.
Although more expensive to buy upfront, the
thicker film is easier to use and more effective.

MANAGING STOCK LEVELS FOR PEAK
Holding sufficient packaging stock presented
a particular challenge, especially during peak
when demand for the company’s seasonal
dairy products is highest. By taking
advantage of Antalis’s stockholding service,

the client is able to call off stock as needed
for next day delivery.

BENEFITS OF A PACKAGING PARTNER
Alongside an extensive product range,
Antalis can help to bring ‘peace of mind’
through its value added services such as
consultancy and advice, stock holding, online
ordering, tailor-made solutions and
continuing key account management.

Bill Nelson, Antalis key account manager for
the client comments: “As a business, we're
about so much more than a catalogue of
products. By taking the time to understand the
client's needs and concerns, we were able to
establish the foundations of what has become
a really strong working relationship. In addition
to providing simple, low-cost solutions to their
most pressing issues, we are also able to offer
the flexibility in product supply and support
the client needs as they focus on managing
their growing business.”

u antalispackaging.co.uk

How switching from a packaging supplier to a packaging partner is helping a
manufacturer and packer of dairy products to adapt and grow its business
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Converting Case Study

Endless winding belts for 
producing paper drinking straws
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The belt is manufactured with FDA
rubber, fulfilling the needs of the food
and beverage industries. 

In May 2019, The Council of the European
Union adopted a directive for reducing
single-use plastic products, including
drinking straws. As over 36 billion plastic
straws are used every year in the EU, over 7
million kilometres of non-recyclable plastic
waste is produced. The German Ministry for
the Environment confirms that plastic straws
are among the major polluting items in the
world's oceans. The industry has until 2021
to implement the directive in full. 

Various options exist for replacing
drinking straws made from plastic, including
using renewable materials such as bamboo
or straw. But these are difficult to
standardise and can sometimes create other
environmental problems. Multiple-use

straws for bars and homes, the use of
stainless steel or glass as well as edible
versions made from pasta are not suitable
on an industrial scale. One good alternative
is to make drinking straws from paper.
Because of mass production and advanced
automation, the market price for a plastic
straw is well below 1 cent. Alternative
materials, which demand new production
methods and new machinery, entail higher
costs. However, once they are adopted by
the market and mass production methods
are introduced, the costs of producing
paper straws, and the price for end
consumers as well will fall dramatically. 

Today, most manufacturers of paper
straws use machines in which multiple
paper webs are wound around a mandrel
using a belt. The drawback in this process is
the very short lifetime of the belt, which can

be as short as one day. The downtime for
the paper straw machinery due to frequent
belt changes results in higher production
costs compared with plastic. 

By their nature, straws have small
diameters, resulting in increased bending for
the belt and high abrasion to the belt
surface by the paper. Additionally, the belt
must cope with a high load from the
stationary mandrel around which the paper
is wound during the manufacturing process.

The Research and Development
department at the specialist belt
manufacturer Nitta has taken up this
challenge and developed a seamless belt,
ensuring the highest performance in paper
straw production. In close co-operation with
machine manufacturers and following
rigorous field and laboratory tests, Nitta’s
winding belt SE-XA-PGG-F has a unique
rubber cover – a compound that meets the
extraction limits specified in the FDA 21
CFR177.2600 for rubber articles in contact
with aqueous and fatty foods. The
innovation is based on Nitta's proprietary
seamless SEBTM technology for joint-free
belts with no end connection. The belts
have longer service lives than competing
products, with correspondingly longer
machine production times, so customers
benefit from considerable cost savings.

"For manufacturers of paper drinking
straws, the longer service life of the belts
means lower cost of ownership," says
Michael Planz, sales manager for Nitta
Industries Europe in Düsseldorf, Germany.
"The demand for paper drinking straws is
expected to rise dramatically in early 2021,
and the production capacities currently
available will not be able to satisfy it. This
development will benefit those businesses
which are prepared to explore new paths
with innovative products and solutions first.
Nitta has just the right belt for this."

unitta.de 

Nitta Industries 
introduces its seamless
winding belts for 
manufacturing 
environmentally
friendly drinking straws
from paper. The 
newly developed belt,
entitled SE-XA-PGG-F, 
has an extended 
lifetime
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Labelling Solutions

Dedicated inspection site for labels
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Luminer, a labeling solutions provider
specialising in extended content labels
(ECLs) for pharmaceutical ethical and

OTC packaging, clinical trials and various
other narrow web applications for the
cosmetics, F&B and chemicals sectors, has
streamlined its precision product inspection
capabilities by introducing a dedicated
7,000-square-foot inspection suite at its
primary manufacturing facility in Lakewood,
NJ. The quality management segregation
also comes with an infrastructure
investment: the company has added its
third 100 per cent inspection platform, as
well as a back-number validation system. 

The dedicated space will further improve
Luminer’s comprehensive quality
management processes. In particular, it is
designed to optimize QA/QC oversight for
the company’s specialty, extended content
labels. Due to their inherently stacked, page-
over-page nature, ECLs pose unique
inspection challenges requiring niche-
specific solutions. 

Luminer provides 100% label inspection –
a must for its broad set of pharma
customers. For ECLs, this entails a complex

process that involves, among other extra
steps, precision vision systems inspecting
individual sheets prior to folding, glue line
monitoring to ensure all ECL pages are
affixed properly and in correct order, and
final inspection initiatives such as thickness
monitoring to confirm label-on-label
mounting veracity.

Luminer’s addition of a back-number
validation system provides additional
assurance for pharma customers, by helping

to ensure labels are matched to their proper
individual packages. Among other benefits,
this helps simplify the label application
process and, for prescription products, lends
to easier compliance with unit-level
serialization requirements. 

“The new inspection suite helps reinforce
Luminer as a medium-sized label
manufacturer with big-shop production and
quality control capabilities,” says Tom Spina,
president & CEO of Luminer. “Extended
content labels especially demand a
thorough, multi-step inspection process.
The dedicated quality management space
and new infrastructure will further
streamline our workflow, expediting
turnaround time from initial quote to
production to delivery.”

Luminer recently incorporated a new
extended content label production line, a
seven-figure investment that doubled its ECL
manufacturing capacity. The new line’s
exemplary production speeds foster both
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, ROIs that
Luminer will be able to pass on to customers. 

u luminer.com

In less than two decades, Reflex Labels has
grown to nearly 20 locations across the
UK. Reflex Label Plus, a division of the

Reflex group, has its own website and its own
focus—applying innovative techniques and
processes to combination printing for the
food, pharmaceutical, health and beauty, and
beer, wine and spirits markets. 

Production Manager Shaun Boult moved
to the UK six years ago from his native
Wellington, New Zealand, where he worked
for a multi-national food packaging
corporation. He joined Reflex Label Plus to
manage the newly expanded food service
packaging business. His responsibilities
include testing materials, processes and
equipment - sometimes running product
tests himself - and working with the Reflex
sales group to prove new products. Boult
has a suite of the latest equipment with
which to work.

The first production line was an eight-
colour EF-520 press from Dutch
manufacturer MPS, and a second nine-
colour EF-520 was subsequently added. The
purchases were part of an investment
programme across the whole Reflex Group
that included more than a dozen presses.
This included a top of the range Mark Andy
P7, bringing the total number of the
American presses in the Reflex Group to 27!   

The MPS lines at Barwell were equipped
with two non-stop unwind/splicing systems
from Martin Automatic. One is a Martin MBX

butt splicer that unwinds paperboard,
typically 150-450 micron, from rolls as large
as 1828mm (72”) in diameter. Additionally,
each press was specified with a Martin MBSF
splicer. Initially supplied to feed 12-18-
micron PET and OPP films, Boult notes that
the MBSF splicers’ multi-substrate abilities to
run paper and light board stocks will be
crucial as Reflex looks to manufacture
differentiated products.

Referring to the combination of Martin
splicers on his MPS presses, Boult
comments: “Obviously, we bought them for
continuous running, and our material waste
has reduced to nearly nothing. With the
excellent registration capabilities of the MPS
presses, we throw out just the one product
with the splice in it.” The simplicity of the
Martin splicers is also an advantage in
training. “It’s easy equipment to learn how to

use, easy to train our operators—30 minutes
and they’ve got it, and they can concentrate
on the other parts of the line. I highly rate
them,” he adds.

Although the package printing operation
is connected to the labels section, it is run as
an independent entity. Even the press
operators were not transferred from the
labels side but were brought in specifically for
this side of the business. In addition to food-
on-the-go product lines like sandwich packs,
known as ‘sandwich skillets’ in the trade,
Reflex Labels Plus is looking at new products
focused on sustainability. “Sustainability is big
here. We’re all about promoting products for
less landfill, easier recycling, and total
compostability,” he adds.

Speaking for the Reflex Group, CEO Ian
Kendall concludes: “The biggest thing we
look for at Reflex is customer support – and I
cannot fault Martin in this respect.  They are
always quick to respond, and their
equipment is reliable and consistent –
everything you need for continuous
production.”  Current run lengths at the
Reflex Labels Plus site in Barwell average
around 300,000 units, with some as large as
2,000,000, on single shift operation.  With
Reflex planning for rapid expansion through
investment in future-proof equipment and
entrepreneurial personnel, it’s only a matter
of time before those plans become a reality.

u martinautomatic.com

Developing sustainable label packaging
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Coronavirus and the label industry 

Labels are part of the supply chains of
basic necessities and provide a vital
tool to convey information. Size or

weight, ingredients, traceability or general
instructions – the label is crucial. 

Governments across Europe have been
taking measures to limit the human and
economic impact of the pandemic and, in
many cases, have released lists of critical
professions and sectors that need
exemption or relaxations in the laws from
the crisis measures in the context of Covid-
19. It is clear that the labels and packaging
sectors are an essential part of the supply
chain of two of the most critical sectors:
healthcare and the food supply chains.

Keeping the logistical and supply chains
moving during the pandemic is an issue for
all manufacturing and wider business.
Labels is definitely one sector that is playing
a critical role in ensuring the safe supplies of
food and pharmaceuticals and more that are
vital for Europe. 

However, Mike Fairley, founder of The
Label Academy and Labels and Labeling
Magazine, maintains in an article on
suggested guidelines on coronavirus that

the wider label industry has been largely
overlooked in its key role of supporting and
supplying all those necessary label
products and components in so many
different areas. The essential role of labels,
and the materials, technology and print
solutions to produce them, needs to be
fully recognised as essential supplies and/or
suppliers if it is for feeding, treating and
supporting frontline medical, care and
health employees. 

Partnerships and sharing collective
knowledge within the label industry on
what measures businesses are taking to help
stop the spread of coronavirus and keeping
workers safe is a theme close to the heart of
FINAT, the European association for the self-
adhesive label industry. It has also
highlighted the role of self-adhesive labels
and narrow-web packaging as an essential
component of the critical infrastructure for
the food and medical sectors. 

As FINAT stresses in the Covid-19 Shared
Best Practices and Experiences, some members
are taking more far-reaching measures than
those recommended or enforced by local
governments and public health institutes. 

Suppliers and converters are working
hard to ensure that the supply of their
products and services to customers
remain constant and secure while they
manage through the global Covid-19
coronavirus situation. Transport is one
important consideration.

The European Commission (EC) works
closely with other inter-country
organisations such as the European
Parliament and business organisations in
areas such as border management, in
order to keep freight moving across the EU
during the current pandemic. The EC has
provided practical guidance to ensure the
continuous flow of goods across Europe
via green lanes, which includes an
overview of national measures taken by
individual countries. 

Stakeholders on all communication
platforms are also using these
unprecedented times to provide knowledge
on the impact of coronavirus for the label
sector. An example can be found in Labels &
Labeling where companies provide updates
on the supply of their products and services
to customers through the global
coronavirus. One source for regularly
updated pandemic figures is in the Financial
Times as well as the vastly quoted Johns
Hopkins University data. 

AIFEC, the Iberian Association of
Continuous Label Manufacturers, says the
sector will bounce back stronger from the
coronavirus pandemic. Its president

José Ramón Benitothis argues that the
crisis can serve to strengthen labels as
essential products as they bring value to
brands, give information to consumers and
allow traceability of products. 

Konica Minolta have introduced its own
information to control the impact of
coronavirus and are constantly monitoring
the situation and are focusing on
providing continuing support to
colleagues and customers. 

The company has found that despite all
the bad news in the market over
coronavirus, it has seen some positives from
our label customer base of more than 500
AccurioPress installations worldwide, of
which 200 are based in Europe. Some
customers have registered an increase in
demand across Europe – including Italy,
Norway, Ukraine and the UK – as well as
further afield.

Benefits of digital production are well
documented and have made seismic
changes in the label industry. Shorter runs,
just-in-time production and customisation
where label printers and converters need
the highest quality and super-fast
turnarounds will become ever-more
important in the years to come.

u konicaminolta.co.uk

While the continuously-evolving Covid-19 situation
has presented new and unprecedented challenges, 
labels will continue to play a significant role in the
whole global manufacturing, supply and usage chain
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Labelling Solutions

Why accuracy is everything

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has
been used to track and trace items for
years. In its infancy during World War II,

the technology was used to identify aircraft by
using radio frequency waves to transfer data to
the recipient. Over the past two decades, RFID
technology has improved significantly,
enabling manufacturers throughout supply
chains to track inventory and assets with
remarkable accuracy. 

Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) RFID
technology refers to two types of RFID modes
- Active and Passive. Since 2015, the
technology has been refined to deliver a read
accuracy rate higher than 99% in most
systems – a 40% increase since 2005 . Today,
UHF RFID tags benefit from increased tag
sensitivity and read ranges on medium-sized
inlays up to 60 feet. 

Label printers that are integrated with RFID
technology can improve operations in supply
chain management from apparel and retail
logistics, to the tracking of electronic parts in a
factory, or the replenishment of orthopaedic
tools in hospitals for surgeries. In what is now
defined as the ‘new normal’ following the
Covid-19 pandemic, track and trace solutions
that provide accurate data and meet stringent
traceability regulations will surely set the bar
for a new industry standard.

For those in supply chain management,
the last ten years have seen dramatic
changes in the way customers order
products. The surge in online spending has
resulted in huge complexity in managing
item traceability, health and safety processes,
and delivering just-in-time stock control for
added cost efficiency. Passive RFID tags,
which offer a frequency range of 865–868
MHz, regulated by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI), have become the technology of

choice for many in the manufacturing,
logistics and pharmaceuticals industries that
require the utmost accuracy, combined with
excellent performance and reliability. 

Before COVID-19, there was already a clear
indication that passive RFID technology was
on the increase. Ten years ago, read accuracy
rates were below 60%, which meant some
items were misplaced or, at worst, lost in the
supply chain system. In the last five years,
demand for RFID technology has accelerated
as more companies begin to see the benefits
of 99% read rates. Now, as we move into the
‘new normal’, this demand will intensify with
ever-shifting consumer behaviour and the
need for accurate data-driven analytics. 

With continuous improvements to radio
frequency technology, passive Gen2 RFID tags
are now highly sensitive and can be read from
a sizeable distance, depending on the strength
of dBm (decibel-milliwatts) applied.
Companies like SATO, a global pioneer in the
development of auto-ID and labelling
solutions, that provide supply chain hardware
solutions will often incorporate RFID
technology into its label printers from industry
leaders such as Impinj. This technology helps
to deliver supreme accuracy and best-in-class
read ranges for RFID-integrated hardware.  

To ensure technology of this calibre
continues to be implemented throughout the
supply chain, the RAIN RFID Alliance was
launched in 2014 to promote the universal
adoption of UHF RFID. SATO recently joined
RAIN RFID – which currently connects 160
members globally – to help accelerate the
adoption of UHF RFID systems throughout
global supply chains. 

While the company only joined as a
member earlier this year, SATO has been using
passive RFID technology for many years to
meet the needs of its most complex customer

environments. The global company offers a
wide range of UHF and HF encoding solutions
and printers, such as the CL4NX Plus and
CT4LX, to support EPC, ISO, I-Code, and Tag-it
industry standards. Industrial thermal printers
that read, write and print an array of UHF, NFC
and HF smart labels and tags enable
successful implementation of RFID for case
carton, item level, pallet ID label and tagging –
must-haves for achieving 100% accuracy
when it comes to inventory management.
Plus, when combined with Application
Enabled Printing (AEP), tags can be printed
without a PC and with minimal human input,
reducing costs, errors and cost of recovery. 

To go above and beyond industry
standards, SATO has now engineered a fully
polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) free inlay
and tag design, which utilises passive RAIN
RFID technology, to provide a sustainable
option for businesses looking to reduce plastic
use in their supply chains.

In support of the new technology, SATO
Europe managing director, Laurent Lassus,
says: “The PET free inlay and tag design offers
market-leading performance and memory
options. With a unique TID and broadband
RFID antenna design, it can sustain
consistently high levels of performance to
identify and track products accurately and
cost-efficiently throughout supply chains. So
many of our customers’ businesses rely on
inventory management accuracy and we
believe this is RFID innovation at its best. 

“In the next five years, we imagine RFID
technology will improve even further, offering
excellent read distance and memory
performance. Being part of the RAIN RFID
Alliance means SATO will be part of the
development of the industry moving forward.”

u satoeurope.com

The rapid growth of Passive RFID
tags for inventory management
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DataLase coding and marking technology
helps increase supply chain efficiencies
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With the unprecedented growth in
food retail and e-commerce, fast-
tracked by COVID-19, the need to

develop safer workplaces by reducing
interactions among workers, together with the
increased demands on the supply chain, has
seen companies rely more heavily on
automated technology to assist with the real-
time visibility of goods, employees and assets. 

In helping brands, manufacturers and
logistics businesses keep pace with this uplift
in intensity, global coding and marking
specialists, DataLase, has responded to the
situation with its highly acclaimed Case
Coding Solution. Enabling hard pressed
supply chains to be responsive and flexible to
consumer demand, the solution uses laser to
provide a fast and highly efficient method of
applying variable information, such as
barcodes, date & lot codes, QR codes, graphics
and sequential batch numbers, onto
corrugated boxes and shelf ready packaging
(SRP). Delivering high contrast, high quality,
durable codes that do not smudge or rub off,
laser technology means less product recall
and rework required when delivered to the
retail store and consistent product and

packaging traceability in transit, a prerequisite
in the current environment.

The technology can be applied at the
latest stage in the product supply chain,
enabling the supply chain to be responsive
and flexible to consumer demand without
the additional waste and excessive SKUs this
often brings. Each individual box can be
printed according to language, regulatory,
nutritional, brand or geographical needs,
minimising packaging production,
shipment and storage, therefore lowering
the associated carbon footprint. SKU
rationalisation brings multiple operational

and environmental benefits to a supply
chain in its own right including, improved
manufacturing efficiency thanks to reduced
changeovers; reduced costs through better
inventory management; reduced warehousing
and logistics requirements due to more
accurate planning and forecasting;
ultimately, an improved bottom line due to
a reduction in operational costs.

“The use of laser rather than ink ensures
speed, consistency and reliability, maximises
production line uptime and reduces
potential pinch points,” said DataLase’s CSMO
Paul Dustain. “Plus production capabilities are
also boosted as the technology has been
specially designed to minimise maintenance
and servicing, thereby allowing goods to be
delivered in the right quantities, to the right
places and at the right time.” 

Laser technology has a positive impact on
sustainability; by being a viable alternative to
print labels, high-resolution inkjet and waxjet
solutions, use of the technology eliminates
unnecessary waste and single use plastics from
the supply chain.

� datalase.com

� �� �� �� �

�� �� �� �
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How to eliminate labelling mistakes
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In coding and marking, manual processes
in both label selection, and label
management can ultimately lead to

labelling mistakes on a final product. 
Utilising manual processes can leave

production lines susceptible to simple
errors, which can pose a tremendous risk to
manufacturing operations. Errors in product
labelling can necessitate product recalls,
which are not only costly in terms of
logistics but also have the potential to harm
the long-term value of a company.

Consumer protection laws require
manufacturers and suppliers to bear the
costs of all product recalls – according to a
study by Deloitte, food and beverage
manufacturers can expect to lose up to
USD$10million in wasted stock, logistics,
and penalties resulting from a product recall.
Product recalls can also do long-term
damage to brand reputation and
relationships with consumers.

PROTECTING CONSUMERS
In the food and beverage industry, product
labelling is of particular importance in
ensuring the safety of the end consumer.
When mislabelling occurs, it can pose a
significant risk to consumers, as even a slight
change in an ingredients list could lead to a
product having undeclared allergens. 

Product labelling requirements, and
standards for recalls, are set by relevant
government regulations in which a food or
beverage product is sold. Failure to adhere to
regulations surrounding the labelling of food
and beverage product can have significant
repercussions for manufacturers. In both the EU
and the US, errors in product labelling related
to allergens necessitate a mandatory recall of
all mislabelled products – and despite the
consequences, this continues to be an issue for
manufacturers the world over.

Labelling issues are not just an issue in food
and beverages: manufacturers of
pharmaceuticals and medical devices are also
subject to strict legislation surrounding the
labelling of products on the market in order to
keep consumers safe. Indeed, 9 per cent of all
medical device recall events in 2018 – over a
million units – were due to labelling issues. 

LABELLING COMPLIANCE OBLIGATIONS
Legislation and best practice
recommendations surrounding the labelling
of consumer products have become stricter
in more recent years, placing increasing
pressure on businesses not just to ensure
that labels adhere to safety regulations, but
also to put in place systems to identify and

solve possible product labelling mistakes
before they occur. 

Since January 2011, businesses in the US
have been required by law to implement
preventative measures to avoid labelling
mistakes in food and beverage
manufacturing. The Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA), requires
manufacturers to implement and monitor
effective measures to prevent risks in
production, including errors in labelling.

Globally, the International Food Standards
and the Global Food Safety Initiative require
that manufacturers and retailers implement
procedures for label checking to ensure that
products are labelled correctly and within the
necessary scope of the laws in which they are
sold.Meanwhile, in the UK, retailers wishing to
be a part of the British Retail Consortium
must demonstrate that they have a system of
checks in place to ensure check and ensure
against product labelling errors. This includes
having documented processes in place
following product changeover, and changes
in batches of packaging, to ensure that labels
applied are correct for products packaged.  

HOW DO YOU STOP THE ERRORS? 
Having identified that the primary cause of
labelling errors lies in manual data entry, the
first step towards reducing such errors clearly
comes from simplifying or reducing the need
for manual data entry on production lines. The
answer lies in switching to an integrated
system to ensure alignment of your product
labelling with your current production order. 

At the most basic level, companies can
utilise a label design software to
automatically populate product labels and
manage their distribution across multiple
printers from a central location, such as a
production office. This reduces the number
of data entry points on the line itself,
thereby reducing the chance of errors
occurring. Furthermore, by replacing

individual messages with a template tied to
a product database, potentially one can
reduce the number of labels being
managed from hundreds to only a handful.

Introducing label templates, and so
reducing the number of labels required to
on production lines, not only makes it easier
for manual workers involved in code
selection, but it also makes it significantly
easier to make changes to labels when
legislation changes.

The next step in error reduction is in
establishing good label management. With
the simple application of IoT methodology,
it is possible to integrate automated coding
solutions to automatically populate labels
information obtained from a production
management system – this can further help
to prevent mislabelled products arising from
issues in label creation. 

Integrated label management solutions can
be anything from a simple barcode scanner
used to select data from a UPC or production
order, to full integration with an existing MES or
ERP system – enabling label creation directly
from a centralised management system.
Populated labels can then be automatically
pushed through to a printer without any
manual intervention, mitigating the risk of
labelling errors and helping to grow efficiency
on production lines. 

VALIDATION AND VISION CONTROL
The final step towards error-free coding is in
establishing a validation system to ensure
that all information on product labels is
present, correct, and readable. Today, high-
speed manufacturing environments have
made manual inspection of every product
impossible and unreliable – an integrated
vision control system (VCS) can instead be
used to validate a product label, and further
reduce the risk of the product reaching a
retailer with improper information. 

Integrated cameras and a VCS can work
alongside coding automation to verify
information against production orders and
shift codes, to eliminate labelling mistakes.
They also can be used to provide verification
for item-level serialisation – enabling track
and trace of every pallet produced.

Product labelling is of primary importance to
manufacturers and brands; yet, making
significant changes to production processes is
not always feasible. Integrated coding
automation solutions can ensure the accuracy
of product labelling, without necessitating
significant changes to the production lines. 

udomino-printing.com

Adem Kulauzovic, director of coding automation at Domino Printing,
explores the use of automated coding and marking solutions to reduce the
risk of costly product recalls
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Slitting & Rewinding

Customising automation for greater control

Since 1955, Calemard, the machinery
division of Spoolex has been
engineering and manufacturing

quality converting equipment for various
industries. Thanks to the process expertise of
its technical teams and its modular concept,
each converting equipment engineered and
manufactured by Calemard, can be
customised and adapted to each
production need and frequent changeovers.
Moreover, to meet the needs of high
productivity, operator’s safety and line
flexibility, the Spoolex integrated R&D
department has developed several
automated solutions around its know-how
to provide complete cell from mother
handling to final product packing.

UNWINDING, SLITTING, WINDING
Calemard’s slitter-rewinders and spooling
lines are engineered to respond to four main
targets: modularity, flexibility, versatility and
quality. Based on three modules (unwinding,
slitting, winding) Calemard’s equipment are
compact, ergonomic and multi-purposes.
Indeed, they can convert thick (such as gum
for tire), lofty (such as nonwovens for
hygiene, foam) or thin materials (such as
PTFE film and other plastic films). Calemard
machine can slit into small or Jumbo pads /
spools of wide or narrow strips (down to 2
mm). The French company equipment are
able to handle usual slitting device such as
mechanical cutter or Calemard’s proprietary
device for hot or ultrasonic cut. Thanks to
this expertise in slitting technologies and
some unmatch knowhow, Calemard
machines will reach a perfect slitting quality
whatever the type of product and the
application. Each machine is equipped with
sensitive web tension control and guiding

systems to manage, depending on product
to be converted, high, low and even
extremely low tension on the same
machine. The result is compact rolls with
consistent tension, clean and straight edges
for easy use on the final product
manufacturing process. 

The French manufacturer could propose
integrated or separated unwinder for big
mother rolls with as option loading assistance
from floor, double unwinder for tubing
operations, cantilevered shafts or shaftless
unwinder. Regarding rewinding modules,

Calemard’s range includes either slitter-
rewinders to produce standard
bobbins/pancakes or spooling lines. All slitter-
rewinders could be fitted with individual
friction shafts to compensate the thickness
variations on foils/adhesive tapes/laminates or
standard pneumatic shafts, lay-on arms with
adjustable pressure, cantilevered shafts for
easy unloading. On the other hand, the
Spooling lines range - the widest range in the
world - inludes different spooling
technologies depending on customer’s need:
digital self-traversing spooling lines for
sensitive products and fixed spooling
technology for stable products. 

FULL COMPUTER CONTROL
Each spooling line proposes the common
advantage of a full computer control of
winding profiles and individual setting of
each position to ensure flexibility,
consistency, stability of the spool (especially
for narrow width slippery materials) and
exact repeatability thanks to a recipes
storage system. The digital function allows
managing shapes and spooling technology
(conical/ pineapple/ pyramidal, step-
winding). And then, based on the
Calemard’s modular design, the spooling
lines capacity can be easily increased with
additional spooling units to follow the
increase of customers’ production.

u calemard.com 
NB: This article was originally published in
Converter’s June issue with images from
Shutterstock. The images in this issue are from
Calemard directly, and of their own products.
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Static Control & Web Cleaning

Static control and web cleaning: 
essential equipment to an essential industry

With all the pressure converters in
the label and packaging industry
have come under recently –

unprecedented demand due to panic
buying and stockpiling, production
challenges due to social distancing
requirements, staff shortages and supply
chain issues – seamless, production and
flawless quality control have never been
more important. The packaging industry is
critical to modern life, helping to
dramatically reduce food waste and
protect products from contamination –
and static control and web cleaning
systems play a vital role. 

With their advanced capability to remove
contamination and static charges from
webs, these devices contribute to the
smooth running of packaging and printing
processes. This leads to high quality, safe to
use end products, while significantly
reducing wastage and offering a greater
saving in overall costs.

Every company’s production challenges
are different. Varying web speeds, substrate
types, the climate and cleanliness of the
production environment all have an impact
on which static control and web cleaning
solution works best. But before deciding to
invest in such equipment, it is vital to
understand how static charges occur and
why contamination can lead to a multitude
of problems.

WHAT IS STATIC AND HOW DOES IT
OCCUR?
Static generation can occur on a converting
line for a number of reasons. Fast running
web rolls may generate friction, for example,
or the web being processed may be within
a highly statically charged field. Separation
and induction are also capable of increasing
the potential for contaminants to become
attracted to the web’s surface.

For instance, if static charges are
generated during the converting process,
airborne particles in the form of dust and
dirt could adhere to the moving web,
potentially hindering the material’s final
presentation. This also greatly impacts on
the hygiene of products - which are almost
guaranteed to be discarded before entering
the next phase of their production.

Statically charged webs can also cause
issues for print machinery, as static charges are
capable of repelling ink away from the web
surface. This can cause a blurring effect or
leading to print appearing out of register. Any
products with compromised appearance will
lead to an increase in rejects and wastage.

COMBATTING STATIC PROBLEMS
The most effective way of removing the
threat of static charges is to install ionising
bars onto converting equipment, just prior
to and after the point where static charges
most commonly occur – this can be
determined with help from an expert in the
static control field. This result is a
significantly reduced risk of static charges
and contaminants being attracted to the
web’s surface. 

The Hyperion range of DC ionising bars,
power supplies and generators are Meech’s
highly advanced static control - offering,
designed for short, mid and long-range
ionisation respectively. The bars found in this
range are made for today’s modern, fast-
paced production environments and are
engineered to include monitoring
technology as well as control over output
voltage, frequency and balance. 

Recently developed remote technology
from Meech allows the user to remotely
monitor and adjust the performance of
connected Hyperion equipment, through a
mobile phone, tablet or desktop. This allows

for optimum flexibility of usage, no matter
the time of day.

WEB CLEANING
For optimum web appearance and function,
any static control devices should be paired
with a web cleaner. With product cleanliness
of upmost importance to manufacturers,
web cleaners are a cost effective way of
maintaining high quality products while
preventing wastage. Web cleaners come in
two different forms: contact and non-
contact. Contact systems, such as Meech’s
TakCleanTM, are suitable for narrower, slower
lines. They incorporate elastomer contact
cleaning rollers and perforated adhesive
rolls which pick up and remove
contamination from the web surface. While
highly effective at removing low to
moderately contaminated web materials,
the adhesive rolls require changing and are
not ideal for highly saturated webs. 

Ideal for a wide variety of applications,
non-contact solutions utilise airflow to clean
webs. Providing exceptional contamination
removal for a wide variety of applications,
Meech’s CyCleanTM, for example, is an
advanced system capable of handling
virtually any substrate. It provides
comprehensive decontamination and will
remove particles as small as 0.3 micron. The
CyClean range also includes the CyClean R, a
Web Cleaner that utilises the existing
technology but is designed to specifically
work on low tension weds. With more
materials being developed for converters to
process than ever before, non-contact
systems provide a long-term future proof
solution for converters.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
Increased demand is likely to result in
shorter turnaround times, which will lead to
incremented production speeds. This can
create problems on various parts of the line,
impacting on flow and ongoing business
costs.Investing in equipment that can
counter static charge and contamination
will help companies keep up with the
demands on their business and ensure the
consistent manufacturing of high quality
label and packaging products.

Meech is proud to have played a vital part
in supporting converters through this most
challenging of times – helping them to
counter the effects of static and ensuring
they can maintain high-quality and
contaminate-free production.

umeech.com

By Stewart Gordon-Smith, business development director, Meech International
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New ROTRONIC
Catalogue -
Available Now
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The latest ROTRONIC catalogue
features all the current products
for our many measurement

parameters with technical
specifications; QR Codes to view
Rotronic informative videos, and useful
explanatory measurement theory.

DOWNLOAD A COPY NOW – VISIT
WWW.ROTRONIC.CO.UK

#Temperature  #Humidity  #Moisture
#Meteorology  #Indoor CO2  

ROTRONIC manufactures an
extensive range of precision
measurement devices that can be

relied upon. Sensor types are available
for any application.

Rotronic is a company within the PST
Group of process sensing technology
companies.

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR
APPLICATION OR PROJECT BY
CALLING 01293 571 000. 

ROTRONIC INSTRUMENTS (UK)
LTD, CROMPTON FIELDS,
CROMPTON WAY, 
CRAWLEY RH10 9EE

� instruments@rotronic.co.uk

� �� �� �� �

�� �� �� �
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Static Control  & Web Cleaning

Improving accuracy in sheeting operations

Sheet length accuracy is of primary
importance when converting rolls to
sheets. In order to insure a level of

accuracy, some converters are forced to
sheet over-sized lengths and then guillotine
trim to a finished size. Besides requiring an
additional operation, this method can
reduce the roll to sheet yield by at least five
per cent. All rotary cutters have certain
inherent design features which contribute
to sheet length variation.  

TENSIONING AND CONDITIONING
Proper web tensioning and conditioning
plays a major role in sheet length accuracy.
Maintaining proper brake pressure at each
unwind station, as well as smooth web
flow into the cutter is essential for
precision sheeting.

Excessive brake pressure at the unwind
creates web slippage, in the draw roll
section, and as a result, the sheet length
becomes shorter as the roll diameter
decreases.  A properly trained Operator will
set the brake pressure strong enough to
insure the web feeds into the cutter without
causing wrinkles. In low speed operations
(300 fpm (90 mpm) or less), the Operator
can manually maintain proper tension by
occasionally relieving brake pressure at the
unwind. At higher speeds, automatic
tension control is necessary to compensate
for the rapidly reducing roll diameters.

Rolls that have been damaged during
handling also affect sheet length accuracy.
For example, egg-shaped rolls produce a
"taut-slack" web condition that produces a
succession of short and then long sheets.
Many Operators compensate for egg-
shaped rolls by running the sheeter slower
to minimise the "load-unload" condition. A
better alternative is to add a dancer roll
between each unwind stand and the cutter.
The dancer roll will absorb the web
fluctuations and provide a smooth flow into
the cutter.

Sheet length control problems also occur
because of excessive decurling. In an effort
to delivery flat sheets to the pile, an
Operator may increase brake pressure at the
unwind to improve decurling, and as a
result, short sheets occur. Consider using
larger roll core diameters to help minimise
curl at the end of a roll. If the sheet length
varies randomly, check the roll itself. Make
sure that the roll's core is properly seated on
the chucks or airshaft, and also be sure that
the roll is not turning on its core.

MECHANICAL INTEGRITY 
Old stationary bed knife/rotary cutters can
be outfitted with mechanical systems to
maintain sheet length. Random sheet
length variation is usually associated with
worn components in the mechanical gear
train. A quick mechanical test to determine
the amount of backlash in the gear train is:

1. Shut off the power to the cutter
and follow safety lock out procedures.

2. Rock the gear (or timing pulley)
mounted on the draw drum.

3. As the gear turns, watch the gear
(or timing pulley) mounted on the knife
revolver.

4. The amount of movement on the
draw drum before the knife revolver turns is
the slack in the gear train. The equivalent of
one tooth movement can be as much as
3/8" variation.

PROPER SET-UP AND OPERATION
Even with the proper tension control and a
tight mechanical cutter drive, sheet length
accuracy can still be affected by improper
set-up and operating procedures. 

If sheets begin to shorten, check the
squeeze roll pressure. Generally, nip pressure
on board should be set at 45 psi, and on
multiple webs of paper, no more than 60
psi. If the nip is too light, slippage occurs,
and if is too heavy, stair cut when sheeting
multiple webs increases.

Another cause of short sheets, particularly
on coated materials, is slippage at the draw
roll. This slippage is due to a glazed build up

on the rubber covering on the draw roll.
Remove the glaze, by either washing the
squeeze roll or rubbing the surface with fine
grit sandpaper.

Variation in cutoff during speed changes
on older stationary bed knife designs is
attributed to the mechanical gear box in the
drive train. As a rule, sheets tend to run
longer during speed increases, and shorter
during slowdowns. Even cutters with new
PIV transmissions experience variation up to
¼” during rapid speed changes. To minimise
this occurrence, the Operator should slowly
increase line speed from stop to running
speed over a 60 to 90 second interval.

Poor web flow through the cutter also
influences sheet length. On long cutoffs, the
knife revolver turns slowly relative to the
web speed. When sheeting lightweight
material, a phenomenon called “blocking”
occurs. As the fly knife begins to cut, the
web buckles, and backs up between the
point of cut and the squeeze roll.  “Blocking”
results in longer cutoffs and slower speeds.   

If the cutter is not equipped with air-
washed doctor boards, a wooden bar ¾” thick
and 2” wide can help. Lay the bar across the
width of the cutter roughly halfway between
the draw roll and the bed knife. Block up the
bar about ¼” above the before knife doctor
board. By threading the web under the bar,
the web buckles will be flattened out.

Improperly mounted doctor boards can
also contribute to oversized lengths and out
of square sheets. This condition usually
occurs after a jam-up at the knife or a knife
change. Check underneath the doctor
board for debris that may be altering the
web flow. Make sure that the location of the
before the knife doctor board relative to the
bed knife is in accordance with the
manufacturer’s specifications.

By understanding the causes of sheet
length variation, and taking steps to locate
its source, you may find that there are ways
to improve accuracy without a major capital
expenditure.  If the suggestions do not bring
your sheeting operation up to the desired
level of efficiency, then it is time to
investigate either a retrofit program, or the
purchase of new equipment.

u maxsonautomatic.com
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BUYERS GUIDE Contact Scott Russell - Tel: +44 (0)1622 699117 

PRINTING & LAMINATING

REEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT CONVERTING ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

PRINTING, COATING & DIE-CUTTING ALL IN-LINE
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FLEXO PRESSES

IM
DENT

ACHINES
LIMITED

Specialists in Rotary
Converting Machines

Stapleton Lane,
Barwell

Leicester
LE9 8HE

Tel: 01455 848679
Fax: 01455 848070

email: sales@identmachines.com
www.identmachines.com

BAG & POUCHMAKING

Unit 1 Budbrooke Point
Budbrooke Road Industrial Estate, Warwick CV34 5XH

Tel: +44 (0) 1926 411544 / Email: sales@motion.uk.com
www.motiondrivesandcontrols.co.uk

ANILOX ROLLERS

BRAKES & CLUTCHES

CUTTING SYSTEMS

DOCTOR BLADES

PLASTIC CORES AND TUBES
ANILOX ROLLS

www.optimation.co.uk
sales@optimation.co.uk

0115 9306000

Bag and pouchmaking

BLOWN FILM EXTRUSION

ADHESIVE COATING

www.optimation.co.uk
sales@optimation.co.uk

0115 9306000

Blown film 
extrusion line

BRAKES & CLUTCHES

LABELLING MATERIALS

PILOT COATING MACHINERY

RK PrintCoat Instruments Ltd.
Litlington, Royston, Herts.
SG8 0QZ UK
Tel: +44 (0)1763 852187
E-mail: sales@rkprint.com

www.rkprint.com

SPECIAL
PURPOSE
COATING,
PRINTING &
LAMINATING
MACHINES

We BUY and SELL a wide selection of
Surplus Label & Packaging Materials -

Stocklots, Offcuts, Returns etc.
www.msm-paper.co.uk

Tel: +44 1439 770771
E-mail: info@msm-paper.co.uk 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MACHINERY

SLITTING & REWINDING MACHINES

FINISHING EQUIPMENT INK & INK DISPENSERS
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CG Automatic Converting Equipment
Machinery for Slitting & Rewinding – Stretch film, Food film,
Prestretch film, Bubble film. And Special purpose machinery.

Plus the revolutionary Automatic Coreless Rewinder

Tel. +44 (0)116 2760206
Fax. +44 (0)116 2742995

sales@cga-converting.com
www.cga-converting.com

IM
DENT

ACHINES
LIMITED

Specialists in Rotary
Converting Machines

Stapleton Lane,
Barwell

Leicester
LE9 8HE

Tel: 01455 848679
Fax: 01455 848070

email: sales@identmachines.com
www.identmachines.com

SLITTING & REWINDING MACHINES

STEEL RULES

SHEETERS

Good & Strong 

SHEETER

Goodstrong
Machinery

Co Ltd
No. 25, Lane 85,

Sec. 1 Chye Tou Rd.,

Lung Ching, Taichung, 43443

TAIWAN

TEL: +886 4 26359981 / 9936

FAX: +886 4 26359929 / 9092

goodstrong@goodstrong.com.tw

www.goodstrong.com.tw

www.optimation.co.uk
sales@optimation.co.uk

0115 9306000

Slitting, rewinding,
core cutters

Unit 1 Budbrooke Point
Budbrooke Road Industrial Estate, Warwick CV34 5XH

Tel: +44 (0) 1926 411544 / Email: sales@motion.uk.com
www.motiondrivesandcontrols.co.uk

ROTARY CUTTING & PUNCHING
EQUIPMENT

RUBBER ROLLERS

ROTARY CUTTING & PUNCHING
EQUIPMENT

RELEASE FILM & LINERS

REEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

www.packline.co.uk
01202 307700

Info@packline.co.uk

LAMINATING & COATING

FOR ALL YOUR COATING
AND LAMINATING NEEDS
Tel: +44 (0) 1978 660241
Email: communications@tc.tc
www.tc.tc/advancedcoatings  

SLITTING & REWINDING MACHINES

SPOOLING/TRAVERSE WINDING
MACHINERY

SLITTING, REWINDING, CORE CUTTERS

SAFETY CHUCKS

PAPER & BOARD • FLEXIBLE PACKAGING • FOIL • NONWOVENS • CARTONS • LABELS • FLEXO

www.convertermag.co.uk

magazine
www.convertermag.com
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www.tts-systems.com

Edge and Position Sensing

Web Tension
Measurement

& Control

Web Guiding
by Roll-2-Roll Technologies

01233 624422
sales@tts-systems.com

Unit 1 Budbrooke Point
Budbrooke Road Industrial Estate, Warwick CV34 5XH

Tel: +44 (0) 1926 411544 / Email: sales@motion.uk.com
www.motiondrivesandcontrols.co.uk

TENSION CONTROL

TENSION CONTROL

TENSION CONTROL & WEB GUIDING

THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBONS
UV CURING LAMPS

UNWIND & REWIND MACHINESTEST EQUIPMENT

UV TECHNOLOGY

srussell@datateam.co.uk
www.convertermag.com

euromac@euromacslitters.com
www.euromacslitters.com

sales.atlas@atlasconverting.com
www.atlasconverting.com

uv@hoenle.de
www.hoenle.de

Converter
Magazine

Slitter
Rewinders

UV technology

sales@rkprint.com
www.rkprint.com

Lab/Pilot Coating
Machines

Slitter Rewinder
Manufacturer

contact@microlasertech.de
www.microlasertech.de

Laser Systems

PAPER & BOARD • FLEXIBLE PACKAGING • FOIL • NONWOVENS • CARTONS • LABELS • FLEXO

www.convertermag.co.uk

magazine

SLITTING & REWINDING MACHINES

TRADE CONVERSION SERVICES

PAPER & BOARD • FLEXIBLE PACKAGING • FOIL • NONWOVENS • CARTONS • LABELS • FLEXO

www.convertermag.co.uk

magazine

Slitter Rewinders for
all Substrates

Ashe Converting Equipment
Ipswich, IP3 9RR, UK

Tel:  +44 (0) 1473 710912
sales@ashe.co.uk
www.ashe.co.uk

all Substrates
Slitter Rewinders for

.ashe.co.ukwww
sales@ashe.co.uk

el:  +44 (0) 1473 710912TTe
Ipswich, IP3 9RR, UK

Ashe Converting Equipment

Have you downloaded the
Converter Magazine App
for all the latest news?
www.convertermag.com
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